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1.

THE INEQUALITY ISSUE
Public opinion and policy have always been influenced by perceptions

about inequality, and recent research makes it possible to say much more
about trends in wealth distribution than was the case a decade ago.
Lampm~n

pioneering work of

The

[1962] and others on twentieth-century estate

tax returns has been revised and updated by James D. Smith and Stephen
D.-Franklin [1974] as well as by the U.S. Internal Revenue Service [1967,
1974].

Robert Gallman [1969] and Lee Soltow [1975] have drawn large

samples from the manuscript censuses of 1850, 1860 and 1870 which contained
questions on wealth.

Alice Hanson Jones [1977a, b] has put together a

composite picture of the distribution of wealth on the eve of the American
Revolution, drawing on

a

sample of probate inventories.

A host of

other scholars, most of them cited in sections 2 through 4 below, have
(",'

drawn on probate and property tax records to sketch local trends in
wealth inequality across the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth
centuries.
Some striking patterns have begun to emerge from these studies.
The inequality of American wealthholding is not an eternal constant.'
While the colonial era was one of relative egalitarianism and stable wealth.

- - - - - - - - - '-_.-

-
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distribution, it was followed by an episode of steeply rising wealth
concent:t:ation lasting for more than a century.

By the early twentieth

century, wealth concentration had become as great in the United States
as in France or Prussia, though still less pronounced than in the United
Kingdom, to judge from some tentative comparisons of probate returns.
This

epi~odic

rise in wealth concentration seems to have occurred primarily

in the antebellum period, with the most dramatic shift towards
concentration apparently centereA on the second quarter of the
nineteenth century, a period when wage gaps and skill premia were
rising,

~nd

profit shares increasing.

Wealth inequality declined in three periods.

First, while Northern

wealth inequality remained almost unchanged during the Civil War decade,
Southern inequality was reduced dramatically by slave emancipation.
This revolutionary levelling in Southern wealth contrasted with, and
outweighed, the opening of new inequalities in wealth (as well as income)
between North and South.

Second, both wealth and earnings levelled during

the brief World War I episode.

Third, the last period of declining wealth

inequality coincided with the "incomes revolution" documented by Kuznets

[19531 and proclaimed by Arthur Burns.

That is, wealth inequality de-

clined between the late 1920s and the mid-twentieth century.

In contrast

with the previous periods of wealth levelling, the twentieth century
levelling has not been reversed.
American experience thus suggests confirmation of'SimQrt Kuz:n:et$'

",J"

hypothesis of an early rise and later decline in inequality during
long term modern economic growth.

There is even a close correspondence

in the timing of income and wealth inequality turning points.

We do not

"F;'~'

;')~
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yet know whether the rise and fall of wealth and income inequality were
of the same magnitude.

It is apparent, however, that the inequality of

wea1thho1ding today resembles what it was on the eve of the Declaration
of Independence.
Any effective theory of wealth distribution.mustdea1 with these
long term changes in concentration over time.

The greatest challenge

to existing theory, of course, will be the apparent episodic shifts in
wealth concentration at two points in American history:

(1) the marked

rise in wealth concentration in the first half of the nineteenth century
following what appears to have been two centuries of long term stability;
(2) the pronounced decline in wealth concentration in the second quarter
of the twentieth century following what appears to have been six decades
of persistant and extensive inequality with no evidence of trend.

Further-

more and contrary to the popular view, these episodic shifts in American
wealth inequality were not merely the product of demographic-mix changes.
Changes in age composition, for example,. fail to account for either revolutionary shift in aggregate wealth inequality.

Thus, while life-cycle

may help account for inequality levels at points in time it fails to offer
an explanation for inequality trends over time.

In addition, it cannot

be argued that American inequality trends have been influenced in any
important way by changes in the size of the immigrant population stock.
These are the tentative findings of this paper.
however, two ·issues must be confronted:

Before going further,

motivation and measurement.

First, we offer some words about motivation.

While some observers

care about income and wealth inequality itself, others appear to be more·
concerned about justice, opportunity and social mobility.

~
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Injustice, not
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inequality, is central to debate over institutions which foster discrimination by race or sex.

Immobility is central to those concerned with

the impact of genes, inheritance and other dimensions of family background, not unequal outcomes.

Yet information on wealth inequality is

central even to debates on economic justice, mobility and opportunitY.
To judge'

~he

importance of discriminatory rules or other barriers to

mobility in producing economic inequality, it is important to measure
wealth gaps between rich and poor.

If the richest one percent of house-

holds has always held only twenty percent more wealth than the poorest
one percent, then being born male to rich parents can only buy a twenty
percent ticket at most.

By contrast, if the richest one percent has

always held a thousand times more wealth than the poorest one percent,
then investigating the

e~tent

and sources of injustice and immobility would

have far more to recommend it.

Furthermore, inequality may itself help

fost·er attitudes of contempt that exacerbate discrimination and socioeconomic immobility.
The problems of measurement are well-known and they involve choice
of time span, income or wealth concept, recipient unit and the summary
statistic for computing inequality.

As for time span, it seems clear

that the greatest welfare meaning can be attached to lifetime income
from all sources, or its capitalized counterpart--total personal wealth-viewed from a given age.

Such measures better capture material well-being

than anyone of those usually available:
or the stock of nonhuman wealth.

annual inconie" annual,earn;ings,,:;

Like other researchers, however, we

have been forced to retreat to less perfect measures.

We have analyzed

the available data on the distribution of nonhuman net worth alone

.';1'1'1'\ "
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(including the ownership of slaves), in the knowledge that it sheds light
on trends in lifetime income inequality in two ways.

First, movements

in nonhuman wealth inequality are likely to reflect movements in current
property income

~f

the slope relating the average rate of return to the

size of household wealth does not change significantly over time.

Second,

wealth inequality trends are likely to correspond with earlier movements
in overall income inequality if the marginal propensities to save and
rates of return maintain stable relationships with levels of income and
wealth, respectively.

Time series on wealth inequality are valuable mainly

because they relate to the inequality of lifetime income in these indirect
ways, and also because wealth-distribution data exist from earlier time
periods, well before household surveys and income tax returns supply estimates
for the distribution of current income.

l

Ambiguity relating to the population unit selected and the summary
inequality statistic employed also blur, though it does not greatly obscure,
the meaning of trends and levels in wealth inequality.

Wealth is shared

to varying degrees among relatives and co-residents, complicating the
definition of just who i t is that has access to that wealth.

The "house-

hold" offers a unit of observation which is probably as satisfactory a
resolution as can be had for the question, "Whose wealth is it?"

In

addition, recent work has shown that the summary inequality statistic
selected can influence the ranking of different distributions by inequality.
One distribution may look more unequal by a Gini coefficient measure, just
as equal by an entropy measure, and more equal by top shareholder percentages (Atkinson [1970]).

Behind this diversity in rankings of given

distributions lie .Eore basic differences in what aspects of inequality

6

we care about most:

some obser·vers care most about the gap betiTeenthe

richest and the median, which is featured by .some statistics, and'others
care most about the gap between the median and the poorest, which is
featured by competing statistics.
length here.

We cannot treat this issue at any

In order to compare studies of wealth distribution in

different time periods, we shall concentrate on the three measures most
commonly provided by these studies--the share of wealth held by the richest one percent of households, the share held by the richest ten percent,
and the Gini coefficient--with attention to variance measures where
decomposition identities are useful.

Our conclusions imply a belief

that the major changes in wealth inequality revealed by American history
would be evident regardless of the inequality statistic employed.
These comments set the stage.

Measurement of inequality through

historical time is fraught with problems and thus our paper is long.
But the exercise is an essential prerequisite to any serious modelling
of long term inequality dynamics in America.
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2.

IN T.HE BEGINNING: THE DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH IN COLONIAL AMERICA
The American Dream and the

2.1.

Revis~onists

Visiting contemporary observers were unanimous in describing
colonial America.as a utopian middle class democracy, where economic
opportunities were abundant and egalitarian distributions the ·rule.
After his 1764 visit to Boston, Lord Adam Gordon remarked:

"The levelling.

principle here, everywhere operates strongly and takes the lead, and
everybody has property here, and everybody knows it (Mereness I1916, pp.
449-452])."

A French visitor, Brissot de l-larvi1le, viewed Boston in 1788

and "saw none of those .livid, ragged wretches that one sees in Europe,
who, soliciting our compassion at the foot of the altar, seem to bear
witness • • • against our inhumanity.,,2

Of colonial Philadelphia,

visitors pronounced "this is the best poor man's country in the world"
(Nash [1976a, p. 545]).

According to early America's most famo~s foreign

observer, Alexis de Tocqueville, things were pretty much the same by the
1830s.

Indeed, de Tocqueville's hope coincided with the American dream

that the New World could somehow continue to avoid the classic conflict
between growth and inequality, a conflict so painfully obvious in England
and the European continent when de Tocqueville and his predecessors made
their visits to America.
These early observers thought America was egalitarian by European
standards, and modern social historians have done nothing to upset these
early impressionistic judgments.

The modern

qua~t:ttattve

evidence is

effectively summarized by Alan Kulikoff's (1971, p.380) statement
that" ••• in the seventeenth century wealth in American towns was typically
less concentrated than in sixteenth-century English towns, where •••. the

8

richest tenth owned between hal:f and seven-tenths ••• "
While comparative levels of European and American inequality
have never been seriously debated, a lively and relevant debate has heated
up regarding colonial trends in America.
Three competing hypotheses have emerged in the literature.

Following

Jackson T. Main (1976, p. 54), the first thesis holds that a European
class structure and highly concentrated wealth distribution was exported
to seventeenth century America.

The frontier made short work of the

European model, however, and the Revolution eventually insured its
demise.

While the first thesis predicts an egalitarian trend economy-

wide in the colonial,.;.era, it is not clear that it predicts as well an
egalitarian trend in the older eastern settlements where the English
model was first imported.
In contrast, the second thesis argues that the presence of the
frontier made it possible right at the start to achieve a very equal
distribution of land and thus wealth.

As the readily accessible colonial

frontier became exhausted, a trend towards inequality and wealth
concentration emerged, and the Revolution served only to halt temporarily
the retrogression.

This second thesis has many proponents and, for

simplicity, we shall label them "the revisionists."

Kenneth Lockridge

(1970, 1972), for example, uses his colonial economic stress theory to
describe increasing wealth concentration and diminished opportunities for
accumulation in settled agrarian coastal regions. 'Mart.... land ratiosros'e"
land values shot up relative to wages, and since it became increasingly
difficult for the landless to purchase an acre of farm land and earn rent,
increased wealth and income inequality resulted.

Lockridge makes two

9

key assumptions in reaching his conclusi.ons:' that non-agricultural
opportunities can be ignored and that young men were reluctant to
leave for the frontier.

Lockridge is asking us to view eastern settled

colonial townships as closed agrarian systems.

His "crowding" thesis

quite naturally predicts inequality as the European classic steady state
emerged.

There is another band of revisionists who share the rising-

inequality view but the city is their window on colonial America.
Bridenbaugh (1955), J. Main (1965, 1971), Henretta (1965), Kulikoff
(1971), and Nash (1976a, 1976b) have argued that poverty was on the rise
in American cities, and that urban trends were toward propertylessness,
swollen relief rolls, increasing stratification, declining opportunity
and general inequality.

For these scholars, inequality trends in Boston,

Philadelphia and New York City are far more important than colony-wide
performance or even settled coastal agrarian township performance.
The motivation lies with their view that these cities were the flash
points for revolution, political change and social reform.

It matters

little to the urban revisionists that ,these towns were a small and
sharply declining share of total colonial population.
The third thesis is the romantic one, and it is the one we adopt
here:
1':"

trends were mixed but in the aggregate colonial inequality was

stable at low levels. 3

In some cities, inequality was on the rise.

were the fast growers who attracted the

yo~g

These

adult and/or the propertyless.

In others, no rise in ineql.\a1ity can be observed. ' These were typically
slow growers who failed to attract the young and propertyless.

Some

settled agrarian regions exhibited inequality trends, others not.
Even frontier settlements exhibited some evidence of rising inequality.
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The colonial era exhibits a lack of consistent local behavior, a consistency which

~

typical of the century following the second or third decade

of the nineteenth century.

Indeed, when the New England or Middle

Colonies are examined as a whole we believe there is no evidence which
supports the view of drifting colonial inequality.
It appears to us that participants in the "great colonial wealth
debate" have fallen victims of the fallacy of composition.

Were there

evidence of rising inequality in all town and rural. communities, this
would still fail to establish the case fo~ aggregate colonial inequality
trends.

As we shall see, this apparent contradiction can be easily

resolved if populations shift towards regions with both lower inequality
and more rapid wealth accumulation per capita.

These were in fact the

ingredients of colonial extensive and intensive frontier

d~velopment,

ingredients which fail to characterize the nineteenth century economy
and thus fail to spare it from the inequality produced by modern economic
growth.
2.2.

Wealth Inequality in the Colonies
A Word About Data.

Colonial social historians have made great

strides in establishing a broad data base documenting wealth inequality
trends in the Northern Colonies.

Whether based on tax assessments or pro-

bate inventories, these wealth distributions can be used as indicators
6f income inequality only with a solid understanding of" their'.:ID'imitoa:UoIrs.
Since probate records are by far the best source of colonial inequality
information, what follows is primarily directed towards this type of
information.

HI"
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Historians can get valuable clues as to the inequality of current
property and past total income distributions among the living by
observing the inequalities in the wealth individuals left upon death.
Research into colonial probate records has shown clearly that wealth
inequality at death exhibits much the same trends (but different levels)
as wealth inequality among the living where both kinds of documentation
are available.

This is apparent in the studies by Jackson T. Main (1976),

Gloria Main (1976), Gary Nash (1976a), Alice Jones (1970, 1971, 1972,
1977a, 1977b) and others, all of which have been able to classify numerous
extant colonial wealth distributions for decedents by age, so as to
re-weight the distributions to conform to the age distributions of the
living (following the "estate multiplier" method, e.g., Mendershausen
[1956] and Lampman [1962]).

In no case do the resulting trends in wealth

inequality among the living depart from those based on the dying.

In

short, while the first limitation of colonial wealth probate data is
that they fail in theory to describe the living, past studies have
established unambiguously

th~t

adjusting for age distribution affects

only the levels and not the trends. in wealth inequality.
Some critics argue that extant colonial

w~a1th

distributions fail

to gauge income inequality, and that it is the latter which should be the
.

,:'"

relevant focus.

The critics can be answered in the following way:

Wealth inequality measures will be monotonically related to income
inequality measures when a few innocuous assumptions are satisfied.
Wealth inequality levels are monotonically related to inequality in .
current property (human and conventional) incomes if rates of return on

12

assets (including consumer durables) vary little across wealth classes.
Even

i~

rates ,of return rise with size of wealth holdings, the

correlation still holds.

Parallel inequality trends in property income

and property values would still be ass1:1t'ed in this case, although income
inequality levels and trends would be magnified.
cont~Rorary

more

h~ghly

Indeed, while

twentieth century evidence shows that property income is

concentrated than wealth, implying higher rates of return

among the more wealthy, the temporal correlation between the two after
1929

c~n

be established with ease.

Compared with the twentieth century,

colonial wealth distributions are likely to exhibit an even closer parallel
to total, as opposed to only property, income distributions.

After

a11~

conventional property income is a far larger share of total incame in
early ,,~tages of growth 'since human capital, and thus labor earnings abOVE!
"subsil;!tence," is less important.

On these grounds alone, the distribution

of real estate and mercantile wealth was more important in determining
tqta1yealthand income distribution early in America's growth experience
than late.

Finally, wealth inequality trends will accurately reflect

prior income inequality trends if average propensities to save do not
decline with income and if the income slope of the average-propensity·
to-sav~

function is relatively stable over time.

Neither of these

assumptions can be rejected on the basis of colonial and early national
data.
W~

turn now to another problem in dealing with colonial wealth 'data.

Due to small sample size, probate wealth distributions, appropriately
deflated, must be averaged over several years to shed light on long term

I,.
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trends in wealth distributions.

Records drawn from only a year or two

make wealth inequality statistics much too sensitive to the timing of
death among the very rich.

In response to this problem, some researchers

report the full distribution from which have been subtracted the effect
of the richest few.

Although the latter procedure has been favored by

some (e.g., J. Main's [1976] use of the "trimmed mean" in Connecticut
colonial probates), we shall rely instead on multi-year averages.
Two remaining limitations on the probated wealth distributions are
more important than those just mentioned.

First, many failed to leave

wills or to have their estates administered at death.
survive thus supply only a sample of all decedents.

The records that
Fortunately, these

samples are usually large enough to predict population wealth distributions.

-

While the samples are not free of coverage bias, colonial historians
have been impressed at how well represented are both the very poor and
the very rich in probate records.

To be sure, samples may exhibit

better coverage among estates of middle and high value, and those too
poor to leave any wealth whatsoever are often seriously underrepresented.
Yet these problems are hardly intractable and consistent rules for
augmenting colonial probate records have been well established (Jones
[1977a,1977b], J. Main [1976], G. Main [1976], D. Smith [1975]), thus
correcting for the propertyless and coverage bias.

The essential point

is that probate samples will accurately reflect trends in wealth inequality
unless there were changes in coverage.
Second, probate records are limited in their asset and liability
coverage.

As a rule, the middle colonies did not include real estate

(land, improvements and buildings), but covered only personal estate.

14

The New England colonies were more complete in asset coverage.
cases, financial liabilities were rarely included.

In both

As we shall see, this

variety in asset coverage is a serious defect only if comparative
judgments across colonies or short term instability is the focus.

The

problem of limited uoverage does not appear to be quantitatively
significant when evaluating long run trends since colonial wealth inequality
measures normally trace out the same secular pattern regardless of
probate asset coverage.
What, then, do these sources tell us about the distribution of
colonial wealth and opportunity?
Colonial Wealth Inequality Trends o

Appendix Table A.1 collects

estate and tax list distributions from New England and the Middle Colonies,
producing twenty-nine series in all.

Connecticut and Massachusetts are

both very well represented from the mid-late 17th century to the
Revolutionary War.

We have long time series on urban and rural areas,

and the series yield a wide geographic representation.

The Middle

Colonies are less extensively documented, but even in this case we have
time series on Philadelphia and New York City as well as Maryland and
rural Pennsylvania.

The data have two limitations.

First, they fail

to supply summary descriptions of trends in aggregate performance for
any Colony or region, with the possible exception of Maryland.

While

manuscript censuses for 1860 and 1870 yield returns on total personal
wealth for America as a whole and her major regions, no such "a<ggrega,tes
are available for the colonial era, with the exception of Alice Jones'
benchmark for 1774 (Jones [1970, 1972, 1977a, 1977b]).

This attribute

of colonial wealth concentration trends has the effect of producing an

:;b.V

";.~.
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inherent upward bias and, as we shall see in

sect~on

erroneous inferences in the recent literature.

2.3, has produced

Second, wealth

distributions derived from tax lists must be treated with great caution.
Since so much of the revisionist literature (Henretta [1965], Lemon and
Nash [1968]) was initially based on tax lists, it might be useful to
discuss its limitations before procee4ing further.
Some ten years ago, Henretta [1965] reported steep wealth inequality
trends for colonial Boston.
imperfect tax list data.

His pioneering work was based on very

He thought he observed a striking trend towards

wealth concentration since the top 10% increased their share from 46.6%
in 1687 to 63.6 'and 64.7% in 1771 and 1790 (Table A.1, col. (12».
Apert from the fact that Gloria Main's and Gary Nash's Boston probate data
(Table A.1, co1s. (8) and (9»

now make it apparent that the 1680s and

1690s were decades of atypical low concentration ratios, the tax data
have now been shoWn to be seriously flawed.
(Table A.1, col. (13»

Gerard Warden's adjustments

suggest a much more modest rise from the atypical

trough of the 1680s, from 42.3 to 47.5% between 1681 and 1771.
"adjustments" deal with problems of undervaluation.

Warden's

Undervaluation ratios

varied greatly across assets, the ratios varied over time, many assets
escaped assessment altogether, and asset 'mixes varied over time and across
wealth classes.

Apparently, these valuation problems tend. to yield a

spuriously steep inequality trend for Boston.

Although no one to our

knowledge has yet attempted similar adjustments to the Philadelphia,
Chester County (Pennsylvania), Hingham (Massachusetts) and New York
City tax list wealth distributions, they must by inference be treated
with equal caution.

It is for this reason that Figures 1-4 rely almost

exclusively on probate data.

---

-----~--------- .._------~------------------
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What do the probate wealth inequality trends tell us?'
Colonia! era one of drifting inequality?

Was the

If one were to take 1690 or

1700 as a, base, the wealth inequality series reported in Figures 1-4
would suggest mixed trends, but, on average, a drift toward greater
wealth concentration for the seven or eight decades prior to the Revolution.
This characterization holds for rural Connecticut (but

B.2!

for Hartford

County), for rural Massachusetts (but:B2.! for rural Suffelk GQuuty)., for
Boston as well as Portsmouth (New Hampshire),. and for Philadelphia as
well as nearby Chester County.

It does .!!£.t hold for Maryland, however,

which exhibits stability from the l690s onward.

New York City is another

exception since it had a stable wealth distribution between 1695 and 1789
(Table' A.l, col. (25», but it is based solely on tax list data.
Seleetion of
inequai£ty trends.

benc~rk

dates is critical in evaluating colonial

Boston traces out inequality trends only if the

l690s ar'e taken as a starting point, while no perceptible trend can be
identified when the 1770s are compared instead with the l670s or l730s.
"Cycles ii'

in wealth inequality a·re also reported by Gloria Main for both

Boston and Suffolk County probates (Table A.l, cols. (8)-(10».

Wealth

concentration rose after a trough in the l680s and l690s, but far higher
inequality was recorded in the colonial era beginning 1650.

If the

l690s were years of atypical economic conditions accounting for unusually
low concentration levels, then the case for stability in Boston colonial
inequality trends would be reinforced.

It hardly seems coi:nclLden;tal!,;

that New England imports were low and declining from 1697 to 1706, high
and rising from 1707 to 1730, declining again from 1731 to 1746, and
rising thereafter to 1771.

4

These episodes of "bust" correspond very
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well with periods of low inequality in Boston and Suffolk County
(Figure 2), a predictable result since extended depression must have
produced capital losses at the top of the distribution and thus a
levelling in wealth concentration.

Subsequently, the improvement in

Boston trade (and associated capital gains) produced increased wealth
concentration following c1705 and again following c1750.

What we may

be observing between 1700 and 1730 is not a pervasive secular shift
in £hysica1 asset accumulation at the top of the wealth pyramid, but
an uneven rise in average asset values among the very rich who held
mercantile capital in relatively high proportion.

After all, real estate

was far more equally distributed in mercantile Boston than was "portable"
personal property (Nash [1976a], pp. 552-3), and the latter included
slaves, servants, currency, bonds, mortgages, book debt, stock in trade,
and ships.

Short term capital gains and losses must have been more

typical for these types of assets than for real estate, at least for a
trading center like Boston which was subjected to the whims of exogenous
world commercial conditions.

Since the very wealthy held non-land-type

assets in relatively high proportions, their relative fortunes were far
more sensitive to the vagaries of mercantile conditions.

(For a twentieth

century example, see Robert Lampman's [1962, pp. 220-229] discussion of
(J

asset price changes and wealth inequality during the 1920s and 1930s.)
Thus the "cycles" in wealth concentration can be readily associated with
Boston's

trade conditions, and since the 1680s and 1690s were years

of atypically poor trade conditions, while the 1670s or l710s were not,
- long term stability (or decline) in Boston's wealth concentration seems
the best characterization of the whole colonial era.
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Mercantile centers were not the only colonial areas to exhibit
wide instability in

wea1~h

concentration.

Maryland supplies another

example, and thus the choice of benchmark dates plays a crucial role here
too.

While wealth concentration was remarkably stable after 1710

(Table A.1, col. (27», the social historian beginning his analysis
with 1675 would have cited instead evidence of a slight drift in Maryland
inequality throughout the colonial era.
(Table A.1, col. (26»

While Gloria Main's estimates

show a modest rise in Maryland wealth inequality

from 1675 to 1690, Menard, Harris and Carr (1974, p. 174) have shown
that the 1670s were unusual since a levelling in the wealth distribution
had been at work for the quarter century following 1640, at least along
the Lower Western Chesapeake Shore.

This pattern seems to correspond

fairly well with tobacco' fortunes.

While American tobacco prices fell

sharply up to the late 1660s, they bottomed out thereafter.

Furthermore,

the temporarily low wealth inequality recorded in 1705-09 (Table A.1,
col. (27»a180t;ap,pea~'_t() correspond with depressed tobacco exports. 5
The capita1-gains-and-1osses-export-stap1e thesis seems to account for
Maryland colonial

~ea1th

instability, too.

Since the 1690s were years

containing more typical conditions facing Maryland's key export staple,
tobacco, the stable long term wealth inequality levels from that benchmark
seems to describe Maryland colonial inequality experience best.
Hartford, Connecticut, will serve as a final example of colonial
instability and the benchmark dating problem.

Jackson T. Main's (1976)"

recent finding of long term stability of wealth distribution for the
Hartford probate district can be seen quite clearly in Figure 1.

Main's

trends for Hartford are confirmed by Bruce Daniels (1973-74, pp. 129-131).

'1'/
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Daniels also finds, however, that wealth inequality was on the rise in
small and medium-sized Connecticut towns after the early l700s.

Daniels

reports a steep trend in wealth concentration in Danbury, Waterbury,
and Windham after 1700, and in the smaller frontier towns in Litchfield
County after 1740 (Table A.l, cols. (5) and (6».

Main's data reproduced

in Figure 1 show that the contrast between rural and "urban" Connecticut
experience may be only apparent, not real.

While Hartford personal

wealth inequality (Figure 1, series (1) and (2»
inequality (Table A.l, col. (4»

and total wealth

was stable throughout the 18th century,

real wealth inequality was not, for it rose between 1710 and 1740 or 1750.
Since the smaller frontier towns had a far larger share of wealth in
real estate (and thus land), 6 the rise in wealth cencentration outside
of the Connecticut trading towns following 1710 seems less anomalous.
Indeed, had Daniels extended his analysis backwards to 1680, he may have
discovered stable inequality trends in rural Connecticut too.

J. Main's

real estate concentration figures for Hartford County (Figure 1, col. (3»
show a very striking levelling in real wealth distributions from the
l680s to 1710.

Had we, like Daniels, begun our analysis in 1700 we

would have observed a real wealth inequality drift in Hartford up to
1774.

If instead the analysis starts with the l680s or earlier, no

trend in real wealth concentration can be observed.

By inference, it

seems likely that at least some of the wealth inequality trends
following 1700 noted by Daniels in rural Connecticut are spurious.

7

To summarize, among those probate wealth inequality series that
extend backwards before the 1690s, Worchester County (Massachusetts)
and Philadelphia reveal the minority position:

a clear secular drift
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towards inequality for the euttra colonial era.

Connecticut, Boston,

rural Suffolk County (Massachusetts), and Maryland represent the
they do .!!2.! reveal inequality trends.

majority:

If instead one is

content to start the analysis with 1700, then a modest drift towards
inequality seems to characterize these colonial "local histories" best.
We have tried to show, however, that the 1700 benchmark may impart a
spurious upward trend to wealth concentration indices.
may disagree

wit~

Some readers

this interpretation, but those historians who have

adopted the 1700 benchmark, and thus view the mixed "local history"
trends as evidence of a colonial inequality drift, may be inadvertent
victims of yet another bias--the fallacy of composition.
2.3

~e

Fallacy of

N~

Frontiers, Old Settlements and Colonial Wealth Inequality.

Comp~sition

and the Trending Inequality Bias
As

we have seen above, the probate or tax data necessary to document trends
in colonia1-wide wealth inequality do not exist.

These trends may

be inferred, however, with the help of some variance properties.

Our

interest is in the concentration of wealth colony-wide and one such measure
is the v.ariance statistic: 8

,
where W~ is individual wealth, Wis average wealth and,R is itotal
colonial population (or adult males).
wealth holdings
denoted by

2
OJ.

i~

Similarly, variance in individual

any city, township, county or settlement can be

Consider two regions, an "old settlement" (U, for urban)
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and a "new frontier" (R, for rut'a1).

Since the two regions are independent

in the statistical sense (but hardly independent in the economic sense),
colony-wide wealth concentration can be decomposed into the weighted
sum of variance within and between the two regions.

Since relative

mean deviation is the key to inequality trends, we might instead deal
with the coefficient of variation (or its square):

(

UoU
~)2
.
W
"

2

2

_

_ 2

_

_ 2

+ ROR + U(WU - W) + R(WR - W)

-2

W

p •

Call this wealth inequality statistic, I, and the population share in
settled regions, u.

Then at any point of time between 1620 and 1776

Colonial wealth inequality levels were determined by four forces:

(1) inequality

in settled regions, (2) inequality at the frontier, (3) the relative average
wealth differential between frontier and settled regions, and (4) the
relative size of the settled region. 9

Our interest is in colonial

wealth inequality trends, not levels, so:
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Four forces were driving trends in colonial wealth concentration:

(1)

trending concentration in settled regions, (2) trending concentration at the
frontier, (3) the changing relative size of the older settlements, and
~er

(4) the ratio of

capita wealth in settled regions to that of the

colonies as a whole.
There is little conflict among colonial social historians regarding
the following two assertions:

(1) wealth was more concentrated in older

seacoast settlements; and (2) per capita wealth was higher in the older
seacoast settlements.

Although we shall provide empirical support for these

innocuous assumptions below, for the moment consider their implications.
Colonial historians almost always draw their data from either settled
urban areas (Boston, Philadelphia, Hartford, New York City) or from older
eastern townships or counties (HiRgham, Chester).
formula

~eminds

Yet, our inequality

us that an upward drift in Philadelphia inequality hardly

implies an inequality trend for eastern Pennsylvania.

Nor does an

upward drift in 18th century wealth concentration in Boston or Suffolk
County necessarily imply an increase for Masslilchusetts Connnonwealth as
a whole.
have a

A shift in population away from the older settlements would

lev~lling

influence, and so too would any trend which diminished

the average wealth differential between frontier and seacoast regions.
Even if we were to agree (and we do not) that rising inequality was
characteristic of both settled and frontier regions in the colonial
era, this evidence would hardly establish the case for drift>ing :t.neqpalil-ty:
in the 18th century.

On the contrary, if extensive or intensive development

in colonial areas away from the seaboard was sufficiently rapid, the
opposite could

ha~e

been the case.

~');

,:)
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This section serves to identify the component sources of colonial
inequality trends, but it also offers a tool for estimating otherwise
unobservable Colony-wide trends.

All we require are benchmark estimates

for the percent of population residing in settled regions, estimates of
average wealth in both regions, and surrogates for wealth inequality
in both regions.
Interior Development and the Irrelevance of Boston.

To repeat the de-

composition formula in the context of New England colonial performance,
four forces were driving trends in New England wealth concentration:
(1) trending inequality in the seaports generally, and Boston in particular
(dIB); (2) changing patterns of wealth concentration in newly settled
interior counties and townships (dI

NB

); (3) the changing relative size of

older seaport settlements like Boston (du); and (4) the ratio of per capita
- B) to t hat
wea1 t h in Boston (W

0

f New Eng 1an d as a whole (W-NE).lO

The first two terms in the decomposition formula are simply a weighted
average of inequality trends in Boston and in the remainder of New England.
Table 1 and Appendix A.2 supply the necessary information to estimate
these weights.

In 1774, for example, the weight attached to Boston

inequality trends is .05 while that attached to the remainder of New
England is .95.

It looks very much like Boston's trends were irrelevant

to New England's experience with wealth inequality trends.
fuss about Boston then?

Why all the

While some may argue that Boston was the focus

of political change, her experience with trending wealth inequality--falling
after the l670s, rising after the l680s, stable after the l7l0s--tells
us almost nothing about New England experience.

In short, even i f we

were to adopt the atypical l680s as a benchmark, Boston's trends would
grossly exaggerate any alleged inequality drift in New England as a whole.
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Turn now to the third term in the decomposition expression.

According

to Gary Nash and Allan Kulikoff, Boston's population share must have undergone a consistent and extended decline between 1687 and 1774.

In contrast

with 19th century city growth, the colonial era is hardly one of dynamic
urbanization!'

Indeed, while Boston contained 7.5 percent of New England's

population in 1710, the figure had fallen to 4.4 percent in 1750 and
2.7

p~rcent

in 1771 (Table 1).

We have already seen that the

dist~ibution

of wealth in the interior was of far greater significance (by a· factor
of 20 to 1) to mid 18th century New England wealth inequality trends
than was Boston itself.

In additions we now learn that Boston's relative

demise must have produced a levelling influence in New England as a whole.
After aIls colonial Boston always exhibited higher wealth concentration
than the inte:rior.

In tihe 1760s, for example, the top 10% (!j·f

probated: wealth holders had 53% of the wealth in Boston while the figure
was 38% for rural Suffolk Countys 39% for Worchester County, and
40% for Hingham.

The top 30% controlled 88% o·f the (probated) wealth

between 1740 and 1760 s a figure far in excess of Worchester's 64%, rural
Suffolk's 68%, and Hingham's 73%.

Indeed, the top 30% in Connecticut's

small and medium eized towns held from'6l to 69% of total wealth during
the same peri0d.
How important was Boston's demise in contributing to an overall
egalitarian levelling in New England?

Or to put it another way, how

important was the extensive development in rural New
levelling during the colonial period?

England~.

to

weaL.~p. ;:"

',,:,

The third term in the decomposition

expression can be estimatedll and it implies 'the following:

between 1710

and 1774, the demise of Boston (u fell from .075 to .027) contributed to
a wealth levelling in New England of about dINE

= -.07

using weights
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Table 1
Colonial Population Trends

:~

A.

New England Colonies
(1)

'"

Year

Boston

1680·
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
B.

(8665)
13875
16800
15800
15631
15500
10000

(2)

(3)

New
England

(1)+(2)
·u

68400
86900
92800
115200
170900
217400
289800
360000
449700
581100
712600

.075
.064
.058
.044
.035
.027
.014

}'fiddle Colonies
Year

(1)
}fidd1e
Colonies

1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780

83200
112300
169200
238100
336700
437600
590200
758500
968300

Sources:

(2)
Period.
1700-10
1711-20
1721-30
1731-40
1741-50
1751-60
1761-70
1771-75

Philadelphia
2450
3800
6600
8800
12000
15700
22100
27900

(3)
Nelo.7 York
City

(LL).

(2)+(3)+(1)
u

4500
5900
7600
. 10100
12900
13200
18100
2260n

New England and Middle Colonies totals are from Historical
Statistics (1976, Part 7.), p. 1168. The New York City and
Philadelphia figures are from Nash (1976), Table 4, p. ]3.
The Boston figures are from Nash (1976), Table 4, p. 13 an0
Ku1ikoff (1971), Table V, p. 393.

.083
.087
.08 l f
.079
.074
.066
.068
.067
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from the 1770s, or dINE • -.13 using weights from the 1680s.

This

levelling influence is not insignifica.nt.·when compared to Alice Jones'
1774 benchmark I
inequality.

= 1.88 since it implies a 4 to 7% reduction in aggregate
NE
It seems unlikely that this conclusion would be changed if

the seacoast urban settlement was expanded to include far smaller centers
like Portsmouth, Hartford or New Haven, but it is true that none of these
underwent anything like Boston's demise.
While Boston's share of New England's population declined, the
rest of New England slowly made good an initial disparity in per capita
wealth levels.

Indeed, Appendix A.2 reveals that Boston's per capita

taxable wealth (adjusted by Gerard Warden) as a ratio of New England's
per capita physical wealth fell from 1.608 to 1.339 between 1687 and
1774.

These two wealth concepts are, of course,. somewhat diffE7rent, but

if the ratio of taxable to physical wealth was fairly stable over the
18th century, we can safely conclude that rural New England achieved
more impressive wealth accumulation than did Boston and other seaCQa,at·
settlements.

This tended to equalize wealth in the region at large.

By how much did interior intensive development contribute to an
overall colonial levelling?

Although the calculation is based on slim

evidence, it would take an enormous error to change our results.

As

the weaf\th per' capita gap between Boston and the remainder of New England
diminished over the century 1687-1774, this influence served to lower
the New England wealth inequality statistic by .025 (1.3%) i:£ 1771
weights are used and .064 (3.4%) if 1687 weights are used.

The

relatively rapid intensive development in Boston's hinterlands must
have contributed significantly to a levelling of wealth in New England.
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Even the most skeptical reader must agree that wealth inequality
. trends in Boston and other settled coastal regions mask New England trends.
Our experiments show the following:

(1) inequality trends outside Boston

10

were far more important to New England colonial inequality experience by
c,.

a factor of 20 to 1; (2) the relative demise of Boston, as rural New England
underwent extensive settlement, contributed significantly to a levelling of
wealth distribution in the region as a whole; (3) the relative demise of
Boston, as rural New England underwent intensive wealth accumulation and
relatively rapid economic development, also contributed to a levelling of
wealth distribution in the region as a whole.

The present colonial data

base makes it impossible to pursue these· components of wealth inequality
in much greater detail.

What we need, of course, is a far more extensive

sampling of wealth records from the early 18th century to serve as a benchmark with which Alice Jones' 1774 observation may be compared.

Then our

"analysis of variance" experiment would be given far greater legitimacy.
, Until that time, however, the maintained hypothesis must be that rising
New England wealth inequality cannot be inferred from mixed "local" trends,
but rather that stability or levelling was the case for New England as a
whole prior to the Revolution.
Interior Development and the Doubtful Relevance of Philadelphia.

In

contrast with Boston, the main seaports in the Middle Colonies, Philadelphia
and New York City, both underwent consistent and rapid growth between 1710
and 1774.

Nevertheless, even Philade1phia--the faster growing of the two--

failed to match the rate of interior settlement after 1720 (Table 1).

From

the 1720s to the Revolutionary War, Philadelphia's population share in the
middle colonies fell from 3.9 to 3.7%.· The population of New York City
and Philadelphia combined fell from 8.4 to 6.7% of the regional total over
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the same period.

As in New England, wealth was far more heavily concentrated

in the settled coastal areas than in the interior 12 so that the relative
demise of these two seaports served to lower wealth inequality in
as a whole.

How

i~portant

t~e

region

was the extensive development in the interior of

the Middle Colonies as a wealth levelling influence during the colonial
period?

Since New York City and Philadelphia population shares declined

by only 1.7% in the half century following 1720, the levelling influence-though positive--could not have been very great.
Did inequality trends in Philadelphia contribute significantly to
Middle Colony trends?

Could trending inequality in Philadelphia have

taken place simultaneously with levelling in the Middle Colonies as a
whole?

Since Philadelphia is the prime example of trending probate wealth

inequality cited by Gary Nash, the bifurcation has special relevance and
once again the decomposition formula will prove helpful.

Using the 1770s

as a benchmark, each parameter in the decomposition formula can be estimated.

13

Thus, we can decompose (unobserved) 18th century wealth inequality trends
in the Middle Colonies into the following component parts:

d~c

=

W

(.071)dl p + (.933)dINP + (2.770)du + (.193)d(W: ),
c

where MC, P and NP denote,' respectively, Middle' ColonieS', . Fhtladelphia and
non-Philadelphia.
In terms of potential impact on Middle .Colony wealth concentration
trends, the rate of extensive development (du) and inequality trends in
rural inland settlements (dI

NP

) were c1ea,rly most

trends in Philadelphia were least important.

important'~whf:ilie;ine.qua];ity
..,.

The actual impact, of course,

can only be determined by documentation of the four trending variables on
the right-hand side of the decomposition expression.

Since interior

extensive development was a minor force from the 1720s to 1775

(du

= -.002),
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the actual impact of extensive development on Middle Colony inequality
trends mus t have been minor.

How relevant was Philadelphia's trending

wealth inequality to Middle Colony performance?

Between 1700-1715 and

1766-1775, probate inequality data imply a sharp rise in Philadelphia
wealth concentration.

Judged by Gary Nash's trends and using Alice Jones'

1774 Philadelphia county estimates as a base (Appendix A.2), dIp

= .557.

Philadelphia trends by themselves would have raised Middle Colony wealth
inequality by .040 (3%).

Once again, the debate over inequality trends

has been based on a city whose contribution to overall Middle Colony
inequality trends was quite small.

Only if Philadelphia was representative

of all regions would the attention lavished on her be warranted.

The truth

of the matter is that Philadelphia wasn't even typical of all seaports in
the Middle Colonies.

New York City and Philadelphia had very similar

wealth concentration in the l690s.

The top 10% of taxpayers claimed 44.5%

of New York's taxable wealth in 1695, while they held 46% of Philadelphia
taxable wealth in 1693.

By 1789, New York City had hardly changed at all

(the top 10% of taxpayers claiming 45% of taxable wealth) while Philadelphia
had undergone the extraordinary inequality trends analyzed so well by Gary
Nash (reaching 72.3% by 1774).

In short, if we believe Philadelphia to be

representative of seacoast cities, she contributed very little to Middle
Colony wealth concentration trends.

Since there is evidence that she was

an extreme case of trending urban inequality, "very little" seems more
likely to have been "trivial."

Philadelphia inequality experience was

indeed of doubtful relevance.
What about the remaining two forces:

(1) trending wealth concentration

in the interior; and (2) intensive development in the interior?

The only
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probate wealth data for the Middle Colonies outside of Philadelphia that
would supply dI

are Gloria Main's estimates for Maryland. From 1700 to
NP
1754 there appears to be a slight decline in Maryland's wealth concentration.
Lemon and Nash (using taxable wealth) and Duane Ball (using a very small
probate sample) find the opposite trends in Chester County between 1693 and
1770.

Interior trends are mixed.

But note the following:

those vast

Middle Colony... frontier regions, whose trends are left undocumented, must
have been regions of relatively equal distributions of wealth.

Evidence

of "frontier equality" is repeated for every New England and Middle Colony
wealth study cited in Appendix Table A.l, so it seems quite legitimate to
make use of it here.

Furthermore, we know that over time and with settle-

ment, these frontier New York and Pennsylvania counties increased in importance.
The pr9cess ml1St have had an important levelling influence in the interior.
To judge interior inequality trends by examining the experience of a single
county, say ,Chester County, is to commit the fallacy of composition once
again.
I

All of this suggests to us that to presume anything about interior

wealth inequality trends would be folly.
We are left with only one final potential source of alleged increased
wealth

con~entration

in the Middle Colonies.

Did Philadelphia increase

per capita wealth more rapidly than the Middle Colonies in general?

If

she did, then the recent attention devoted to Philadelphia's pre-Revolutionary inequality trends might be justified.

If, like Boston, she did

not, then Philadelphia's performance tells us little aboutcplqn::L;;l.l
equality.

~$~-"'/".,{,.;

Until such evidence on interior intensive development is made

available, colonial Philadelphia inequality trends remain of doubtful
relevance.

"
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Age, Wealth and Selective Migration.

Demographic forces may also

have acted to produce a spurious drift in colonial wealth inequality.
To judge what truly happened to life-cycle wealth inequality, an effort
must be made to hold age distribution constant.

After all, young adults

have far smaller average wealth holdings (Table 2 and Figures 5-6).

OIl.

these grounds alone, if young adults are added to a static adult popu1ation through immigration or natural increase, wealth inequality may
rise even though life cycle inequalities change not at all.

The larger

the differential in average wealth levels by age, the more potent the
effect.

In addition, we must consider wealth inequality within age classes.

Based on 1870 total estate and 1850 real estate census data, Lee Soltow
(1975, p. 107) has shown that inequality was high in the age group 20-29,
was much lower in the age group 30-39 and remained fairly stable in subsequent age groups.

It would appear that as the share of adult males in

their twenties rose over time, inequality would a1so'appear to rise'when
no true inequality trend was present.

14

What is the colonial evidence on wealth and age?
with either of two kinds of wealth concentration data:

We would be satisfied
(1) measures of

wealth concentration over time within fairly narrow age classes; (2) detailed information on changing age distributions which could be combined
with our knowledge of age profiles on wealth means and variances.
the colonial data base does not yet fulfill these rigorous

deman~s,

Since
we

must be content with Soltow's 1850 estimates of wealth dispersion within
age classes.

15

What about wealth by age class?

Does the colonial
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Table 2
Age' and Wealth in the Colonies, 1658-1774:
Average Wealth by Age Class Relative to Total
(1)

Age Class

Maryland
1658-1705

25 or less
26-45
46-60
61 or more

.246
.9401.334
1.021

All Adult Males

1.000
(2)
Hartford
1710-14

Age Clas.s

(3)

Hartford
1750-54

(4)
Connecticut
1700.;..53

60+

.340
•.744
1.545
1.330
.898

1.342
1.192

.264
.607
1.014
1.383
1.283

All Adult Males

1.000

1.000

1.000

21-29
30-39
40-49
50-59

(5)

Age Class

Middle Colonies
1774,
Networth

(6)

Middle Colonies
1774,
Physical Wealth

.383
.767
1.20~

(7)
,New
Fnglanc1 , l77lf
Total Wealth

(8)

New
England, ,1774
Physical Wealth

25 and under
26-45
46 and over

.121
.770
1.338

.881
.891
1.295

.184
.731
1.270

.197
.732
1.269

All Adult Males

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

SdUrces: (1): Value of total estate (ex~luding land and improvements), inventoried
at death, lower western shore of Maryland. :Menard, Harris and Carr
(1974), Table II, p. 178.
(2): and (3) Hartford probate district, personal wealtn only. J. Pain
(1976), Table XI, p. 84. These are periods for which :Main's samples,
are relatively large.
(4): All (:cmnecticut inventoried wealth, :f.ncluc1ing land. J. Mcdn (1976),
Table XIX, p. 95.
(5) and (6): M:f.ddle Colonies, dececlant wealth. A~H. Jones (197J), Table 5.
and (8): New Env,land, decedant wealth. A.R. Jones (1972). Table 6.,
p. 116..
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age-wealth life cycle trace out a profile much like mid-nineteenth and
twentieth century patterns?

Table 2, Figure 5, and Figure 6 exhibit a

remarkable consistency over time and across regions in the age-wealth
profile.

Whether late seventeenth century Maryland, mid 18th century

Hartford, ur Revolutionary New England, the patterns are very similar
to 20th century age wealth profiles.

It is a simple matter, therefore,

to establish a potential role for demographic forces as a source of
measured wealth inequality change in pre-Revolutionary decades.
The actual role of demographic forces is far more difficult to isolate.

Demographic data for the colonial era are very skimpy, and the time

series that are available rarely supply more than three age classes (most
commonly under 16, 16-60, and over 60).
in colonial age distributions.

What we do have suggests stability

Ignoring the Revolutionary War years, when

(young) men in the army were undercounted or missed entirely, the evidence
suggests very little change in age distributions in New Hampshire between
1767 and 1773, in New York between 1712-1714 and 1786, or in New Jersey
between 1726 and 1745.

16

Indeed, the age distribution of adult males

(free and slave) was not much older or more dispersed even in 1860 compared with colonial times.

17

While age distributions appear to have been stable colony-wide in
the eighteenth century, and thus would impart no bias in an aggregate
I,;.;

inequality index, the same cannot be said for colonial cities and more
urbanized eastern settlements.

A widening of inequality may have re-

su1ted if urban populations got younger.

Rapid growth in Philadelphia,

for example, could not have been achieved in the absence of native inimigration from the countryside as well as a foreign influx. -These tended

- - _....

- - - - - - - - - - _.._-_._------- - - - -

_~-~--~----
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to be younger and, more frequently, single males.

Thus, those cities

enjoying the most rapid growth were likely to hs:ve exhibited the ste-epest
inequality trends, not necessarily because average ages were lower there
but rather because ages were far more widely dispersed.

This prediction

of an upward inequality trend bias in the cities is confirmed by Philadelphia's
colonial performance, on the one hand, and Boston and New York, on the
other.

One cannot help but wonder to what extent the rise in Philadelphia's

"poor,"'documented by Gary Nash, could be explained simply by the increased
preponderance of youth in the city's population.

18

There is yet another upward bias in the urban wealth concentration
trends.

Migration is, by definition, selective.

The vast majority of

young in-migrants to Boston, New York and Philadelphia chose to leave the
settled countryside or 1!:urope because they had better "opportunities" in
the eastern seaports.

Since they had no land to keep them at home, some

(the majority) joined frontier settlements and became part of intensive
and extensive colonial interior development.
to the towns.

The point is obvious:

A smaller number migrated

Wh·i1e young adults have, on average,

low wealth holdings, the young urban immigrant has even lower wealth
hoidings.

This selective aspect of urban i1IDlligration imparts an upward

bias to urban inequality trends beyond the bias imparted by age itself.

19

One can only speculate, but it does seem likely that changing urban
age distributions imparted an upward bias to 18th century wealth inequality
trends in Eoston and Philadelphia.

While the same cannot be s.aid fO,Ii

Colony-wide trends, the fact remains that it is the experience of these
two cities that has attracted much of the social historian's attention.
This section suggests yet another reason for rejecting trending inequality
as a description of the colonial era.
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2.4

Colonial

Qu~escence

It could be argued that all the protagonists in the colonial wealth
debate are correct, but none of them has articulated how local trends
relate to trends for the thirteen colonies combined.

Urban inequality

did rise in some cities, perhaps supplying fuel for revolution and social
change.

Inequality and social stratification did rise to high levels in

some settled agrarian regions along the Atlantic Coast, especially those
from which young men were slow to emigrate.
time in some frontier settlements.

Inequality even rose over

The important point, however, is

that new frontiers were being added at a very rapid rate.

The opportunities

for wealth accumulation were there in the interior, and they were exploited
assiduously.

The result "was both extensive and intensive development in

the interior of the Northern Colonies.

Wealth per capita grew there re-

lative to the seacoast settlements, thus producing a levelling influence
since the new settlements were comparatively poor to start with.

Total

wealth and population shifted to the interior as well, and this too had
a levelling influence since equality was more a frontier attribute.
The net effect was to produce quiescence in colonial inequality.

A

comfortable result, indeed, since per capita wealth and income growth was
fairly quiescent during the pre-Revolutionary years too.

---------------------
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3.
3.1

WEALTH CONCENTRATION IN THE FIRST CENTURY OF INDEPENDENCE
The 1774, 1860 and 1870 Benchmarks
For the century inaugurated by the Declaration of Independence, we

now have benchmarKs for nation-wide wealth distributions.

Alice

Hanson Jones [1977a] has constructed one set Cif estimates for 17'74 using
probate inventories and the estate-multiplier method by which the wealth
distribution of the living is reconstructed from that of decedents.
At the end of the century, Lee Soltow [1975] has used large manuscript
census samples to derive size distributions of total assets for 1860
and 1870.
Table 3 reports these benchmark size distributions.

Around 1774,

the top one percent of tree wea1thho1ders in the thirteen colonies held
12.6 percent of total assets, while the richest ten percent held a little
less than half of total assets.

In 1860, the richest percentile held

29 percent of total America assets, and the richest decile held 73 percent.

20

Thus, the top-percentile share more than doubled and the top decile increased its share by half again of its previous level.

Among free adult

males, the Gini coefficient on total assets rises from .632 to .832.
Equally dramatic surges are implied for the South and non-South separately.
The antebellum rise in wealth inequality is still evident if one
includes slaves as part of the population.

Counting slaves both as

potential wealthholders and as wealth has the effect of raising
inequality before the Civil War.

est:i,Mt;~d:.;;,·

This follows from the reasonable

assumption that slaves had zero assets and net worth.

Adding extra

"wealthholders" with zero wealth is equivalent to scaling down the share

.:,;;(

,.j£_,
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of the population represented by the same number of top wea1thho1ders.
This adjustment should be greater for 1774 than for 1860, since the
slave population share peaked at about 21.4 percent in 1770 and declined
to about 11 percent by 1860.

Thus counting slaves as both 'peop1e and

property, a defensible procedure, should have raised the inequality
measure more for 1774 than for 1860.

Nevertheless, Table 3 suggests

that this adjustment has little or no effect on the net rise in inequality
between these two dates.
The 1774 wealth distribution bears some resemblance to the (revised)
distribution implied by the Federal Reserve .survey for 1962.

The share

held by the richest one percent was apparently a little lower in 1774,
both among the free and among the free plus slaves.

On the other hand, the

top decile share appears to have been somewhat higher on the eve of the
Revolution than it was nearly two centuries later.
If the figures in Table 3 are allowed to stand without adjustment,
then they reveal an epochal rise in wealth concentration between 1774
and 1860.

De Tocquevi11e anticipated this trend toward concentration,

pointing to the rise of an industrial elite which he feared would
destroy the economic foundation of American egalitarianism:
I am of the opinion • • • that the manufacturing aristocracy
which is growing up under our eyes is one of the harshest that
ever existed. • • • The friends of democracy should keep their
eyes anxiously fixed in this direction; for if a permanent
inequality of conditions and aristocracy • • • penetrates into
[America], it may be predicted that this is the gate by which
they will enter. (de Tocquevi11e [1963, ed.], p. 161.)
Jackson T. Main suspected that de Tocquevi11e's fear was borne out by
subsequent events, at least based on his early rough estimates of
wealth inequality on the eve of the Revolution and Gallman's [1969]

" - - - - " - - - - " " - - - " " - " - - - " - - - - - - ~-----
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Sources and Notes to Table 3:
The 1774 wealth distributions are from Alice Hanson Jones [1977,
vol. III, Table 8.1].

We are grateful to Professor Jones for advice

and access to unpublished calculations that were useful as cross-checks
to our own computations.

We also wish to thank Roger C. Lister for

performing the 1774 computer calculations for this and the next table.
The 1860 and 1870 figures are from Lee Soltow [1975, pp. 99, 103].
The 1962 figures are derived from Projector and Weiss [1966, Tables' 8, A2)
A8, A14, and A36].
The sample sizes on which these calculations are based follow:
1774, 919 decedents, of whom 839 were males and 298 were from the South;
~,

spin sample of 13,696 males, of whom 27.6 percent were from the South;

1870, spin sample of 9,823 males; 1962, 2,557 consumer' units.
For definitions of net worth, total assets and the population
unit, see the sources cited above.

It should be remembered that the

1774 and 1860 calculations include the asset values of slaves in the
total assets and net worth of their owners.
The calculations referring to the total population, free plus slave,
include slaves as households with zero assets and net worth as part of the
population.
property.

In these calculations, slaves are thus both people and
Their share of the 1770 population of households was

estimated by multiplying both the total free and slave populations by a
proxy for the ratio of households to population.

This proxy was the

share of negroes and mulattoes over 16 years of age in Maryland in 1755
in the case of slaves [U.S. Census Bureau, 1976, Chapter Z], and the
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(Sources and Notes to Table 3--continued)
share of white males over 16 for 1790 [U.S. Census
Al19-134] for the free population.
heads to

adultsamo~g

Bureau~

1976,

~~ri~~

hou~~h()"i'a

Assuming the same ratio of

slaves as among the free, and applying the adu1t-

to-population ratios to the slave and fTee populations

y~e~ds

the

estima~e

that slave households were 20.2 percent of all households in 1770,

whie~

is applied to 1774.
Point estimates (single values) are reported for cases in which we
judged the range between high and low estimates based on different
interpolations within wealth classes to be sufficiently narrow.

Whete

the range implied by alternative methods of interpolation was wide,
we have reported a range of values.

The latter are not to be

interpret~l:1

as true lower and upper bounds, since errors could arise from factors
other than just interpolating shares within the wealth classes suppliea
by the underlying data.
Our results show lower inequality for 1774 than was reported in the
third volume of Alice Hanson Jones' Arno Press book for two reasons.
The first is that Professor Jones has concluded that her regional weights
within the South require revision so as to reduce the weight of prosperous
Char1e.s,ton to 1 percent of the South, as she will report in her forthcoming
volume for Columbia University Press.

We have used her revised regional

weights here, and wish to thank her for informing us of the revision.
The second relates to an apparent slt.ght devi:.ati.on in(:)ur

p~b:ce·dure"f.irom

hers in constructing the "w*B" weights used to convert the sample of de-cedents to the estimated population of living wea1thholders.

We are

checking the computer programs used by Professor Jones and ourselves

~""'Hil::,,'
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(Sources and Notes to Table 3--continued)
to pinpoint the discrepancy.

The differences are slight in any case,

with Professor Jones' revised size distributions (forthcoming in 1977b)
resembling ours much more than they resemble her Arno volume (1977a)
size distributions.
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findings for 1860 [J. Main, 1971].

Gallman suspected a rise in wealth

inequality after 1810, though for different reasons.

Ed~ard

Pessen"

took a<·sim1lar position, debunking "the era of the cotmnon man" witH'
evidence of rising wea,lth inequality and social stratification [1973].
Lee Soltow [197lb, 1975] has opposed thfs view arguing instead that
wealth inequality remained unchanged across the nineteenth century.
Did'a marked shift toward wealth concentration really take place?
3.2

Pos'Sible Benchmark Biases and Weight Shifts
Tliere are several ways that the figures in Table 3 might be judged

misleading.

The obvious frontal assault is to claim that the

underlying~

data are simply unreliable.
Sinc'e her 1774 sample consisted of only 919 observations, as agaittsi't1:
the

l3',,6~6

observations used by Lee Soltow for 1860, it is natural to

point the finger of suspicion at Alice Hanson Jones' estimates.

As

far as the asset coverage and population unit are concerned, however, we
see no clear bias.

While the probate inventories she used may well

exclude some financial assets or liabilities, no clear effect on the
distribution of net worth or total assets is obvious.

size~

Unleased real

estate was excluded from the inventories outside of the New England
colonies!, yet Professor Jones supplied the missing real estate values
from predictions implied by regressions estimated on the New England
observations.

As for the population unit', Professor Jones

t.r:i;ed~".tP

ma:ke'

the basic population that of all households in the 13 colonies by
assuming that a large majority of adult females were not household heads.
Should one wish 'to compare an all-male wealth distribution in 1774 with
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that for 1860 or 1870, the comparison is reported in Table 3, with little
difference in the implied trend toward concentration.
The most serious criticism of the underlying probate data is that they
cover a biased sample of the population of potential wealthholders.

We

know that only a minority of decedent household heads. left wills and
inventories.

We know that the set of decedents for whom no inventory

survives includes people from all wealth classes.

We also know that the

main excluded group is the very poor, who left no inventory because they
left no wealth to appraise.

The net effect is likely to be an under-

sampling that is more serious for the poorest classes, producing a probate
sampling bias could make wealth inequality look misleadingly low.

Given

the extent to which probate records will remain a critical data base in
future historical research, it is important that more detailed studies be
devoted to cross-checking the probate inventory samples against· other
primary data

ident1fy.:Lngfl:.the.·\wea-ltll~ljoccupation,and

of the population from which the probates survive.

other attributes
It is especially

important to identify the wealthiest and most prominent citizens in
earlier centuries, to quantify the sampling ratio for the rich.

Such

research into probate bias has already begun [G. Main, 1974; D. Smith,
1975], but much remains to be done.
Professor Jones has already performed sensitivity analyses to
determine the importance of the probate sampling bias.

Her estimates

reported in Table 3 are based on the assumption that the probate
inventories undersampled the poorer wealth classes.

In the net worth

size distribution, for example, these "w*B - weighted" results are
based on an underlying assumption that the bottom net worth decile

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ------'
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includes from five to eighty times more nonprobated decedents than the
top decile, the relative ratio varying from region to region.

These

multipliers are based in part on Professor Jones' own limited

cross~

checks between the probate samples and other source materials, such as
local tax lists.

The multipliers must, however, be characterized as

guesses, atid'''guesses which lack the guidance of any colonial contemporary
judgments regarding which people were eluding probate.
Consider what kinds of errors in these probate sampling multiplierS'
might have led to a serious underestimation of wealth inequality in
1774.

Perhaps the poor have still been relatively undersamp1ed, despite

Professor Jones' attempt to scale up their numbers.

While this is

possible, the missing extra poor would have to be at the very bottom of
the wealth spectrum.

An alternative set of weights that uniformly

expanded the numbers with wealth low enough to be in the bottom quarter
of those probated, Professor Jones t "w*A" weights, showed no greater
inequality than the preferred "w*B" weights used here.

Suppose, however,

that the undersamp1ed groups are the very rich as well as the very
poor.

While this is also possible, it must be remembered that in this

era the very wealthy would have had little incentive to hide their
wealth from probateo

There were no estate taxes to avoid, and even the

local property taxes on the living were light enough to offer little incentive
to keeping property hidden from the probate appraiser, or to transfers
inter vivos.
One can also question the reliability of the 1860 census returns
underlying Lee Soltow's recent book.
answers to the census takers.

Perhaps people gave very casual

In particular, a large number of them may

have reported zero wealth in order to avoid the bother of estimating
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asset value.

Fully 38 percent of free adult males reported property

less than $100 in the 1860 census sample, but it is hard to tell what
share of these actually reported zero wealth.

At the other end oe the

wealth spectrum, one might speculate that the very rich overstated their
wealth in the 1860 and 1870 censuses, but this is a hard conjecture
to sustain.

Again, we know of no clear bias in the estimates, either

for 1774 or for 1860.
Another common suspicion relates not to the quality of the data
but to the potentially distorting effect of shifts in demographic
weights, such as changes in the age distribution or changes in
nativity.

Reflecting the sophistication with which economists approach

measures of income or wealth inequality in the 1970s, many have expressed
the view that the antebellum rise .itt wealth .inequality maY.be-,a ,mirage.,
caused by shifts toward an older population or by shifts in the share
foreign-born or the share living in cities.

To address such skepticism,

we need to ascertain whether there was a rise in wealth inequality among
people of given age, place of birth, and area of residence.
To sort out the contributions of such population-group shifts to the
apparent rise in wealth inequality between 1774 and 1860, we first perform
21
a set of reweighting experiments using Professor Jones' 1774 data.
This involves transforming the weights on the 919 individual observations
in her sample so as to reflect the age distribution or the rural-urban
mix of 1860, and recalculating top-quantile shares and Gini coefficients
to see how much shift in wealth inequality is implied by combining
different demographic distributions with the same within-group wealth
data.

These experiments are summarized in Table 4.
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Before concluding that wealth concentration rose dramatically
in the

antebellu~

era, one must first establish that the rise was not ttihe

sole result of a change in the age mix of the adult population.
Section 2 and Table 7, we know that

aver,~ge

wealth rose steeply with

age both ththe colonial era and in the mid 19th century.
that

th~

From

We also knoW

age distribution of adults became more dispersed over the

century :following 1774.

This evidence encourages the intuition that

wealth :l,nequality may have remained the same within age groups, and that
the rise in aggregate inequality was the result of population ag:lTl.g'
alone.

Table 4 appears to reject this intuition.

Application of the

1860 age distribution to the 1774 wealth data serves only to raise the
top-percentile share of total assets held by males from 12.4 percent to
l2.97ercent, and the top-decile share from 48.7 percent to 50.1
These

~ge

percettt~

effects account for less than 6 percent of the aggregate trend

toward wealth concentration.
distr:l,pution

22

Similarly, the shift from the 1774 age

to the 1962 age distribution explains only a small share

of the apparent rise in top-quantile shares over the intervening
two centuries.

It appears that shifts in age distribution were not

sufficiently dramatic to explain much of the aggregate wealth inequality
trends tor the first century of independence.
Urpanization appears·to offer more explanatory power than age
distribution changes.
history, wealth

On the eve of the Revolution, as elsewhere in U.S.

ine~ua1ity was

in the countryside.

consistently higher in the cities·, than'

To judge the contribution of urbanization to the

1774-1860 trend in concentration, one must quantify the amount of
urbanization that occurred.

This cannot be done. in

a~satig..factory way
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Table 4
. The Effects of Changing Group Weights on Measures of Wealth
Inequality among Non-Slaves, 1774 versus 1860 and 1962

Net Worth
Percent
share held
by top 1%

Percent
share held
by top 10%

14.3%
14.2
15.6
14.2
12.0
29.4

Total Assets

Gini

Percent
share held
by top 1%

Percent
share held
by top 10%

Gini

53.2%
52.5

.694
.688

12.6%
;1.2.4

49.6%
48.7

.642
.632

55.0
54.3
50.8
70.8

.715
.706
.675
.817

12.9
12.7
11.4
24.8

50.1
50.5
48.8
61.4

.644
.656
.629
.736

29.0

73.0

.832

.760

1774 wealth distribution
original weights
males only
males only, 1860
age distribution
1962 age distribution
rural only
urban only
1860 wealth distribution
all (free) males
1962 wealth distribution
all consumer
unadjusted

units~

all consumer units,
revised (see section
5.2 below)

. 36.9

69.1-82.6

26.0

61. 6

20.6

38.5-46.1

15.1

35.7

Sources and Notes:
The sources are the same as for Table 3.
In.adjusting the 1774 wealth distribution to reflect the 1860 and 1962 age
distributions, we use the age-group division offered by Professor Jones: 25 and
under, 26-44, and 45 and over. The 1860 and 1962 distributions were calculated
from Chapter A of Historical Statistics, with age-group interpolations for 1860.
The rural sample population for 1774 consisted of those having Professor
Jones t regionEil co.~~<£equal to "9" (most rural). The urban sample consisted of
codes 1 through 3, or essentially Boston, Philadelphia, Charleston and New
York City.
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since Professor Jones

~sed

a rural-urban code that does not conform

to tbe J:'pral-urban census definitions for 1860.

Within the

context~o'!f

the pli:esent l774-reweighting experiment, we can only offeTclues totrre
importance

~f

the Tlll;'al-urban shift.

One ,clue is that while the urban

top qqantileshares in 1774 were much liigher than similar colony-wide
sbares, ;:th,eY'we1!eC\not.'so, . h1gh.;4as the top quantile shares for the total
·male i popu1a.tion in 1860.
engulfed the entire
exp1aiq~p

u.s.

This suggests that even if cities had
population by 1860, this movement could not 'have

all of the observed rise in wealth inequality.

points to the same conclusion.

Another comparlson

Professor Soltow's 1860 results imply

that if the ent;Lre co10n;1.a1 free male population had lived on ..farms in
1774, th,e Gini coefficients and top-quantile shares for the total assets
would

.b~ve:been

much lower, but still not so low as those observed in

1774.mh,e actual shift from rural to urban residence, or from farm to
nonfarm, was much less over the century than these comparisons imply,
of

couy~e.

This, and evidence offered in section 3.5, suggests that the

true shi..ft in population toward the cities is unlikely to have accounted
for the observed rise in aggregate inequality.
It appears that the trend towards wealth concentration in the
early
cannot

~;neteenth

<~ccount

wealthh91ding.
evidenc~

century was no mirage.

Mere shifts in age and residence

for tbemassive change in the structure of American
This conclusion is too important to rest solely on tbe

presented thus far.

We need to perform further tests on the

relevance ,of age, residence ,and nativity shifts across the nineteenth
century.
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3.3 Aging in the Nineteenth Century
We have argued that shifts in the age distribution had little effect
on wealth inequality trends in either the colonial period or the first
century of independence.

Is the same conclusion warranted for the

shorter-term antebellum period or for the nineteenth century as a whole?
Tables 5 and 6 report changes in the U.S. adult age distribution
between 1830 and 1900.

The age distribution among American white adult

males did change markedly between 1830 and 1870,· :the most dramatic
shift occurring in the

la~t

two

deca~es.

As a percent of all white males,

American males in their twenties declined from 40.6 in 1830 to 36.1 in

1860 and to 34.4 percent in 1880.
mo~e

The decline appears to have been even

pronounced in Northeastern states; the share of adults (male and

female) in the 15-24 age group falls from 51 percent in 1830 to 30
percent in 1870, a steep decline indeed.

The era of great inequality

surge was,theref6re also one of prcmounced .aging··inthe American adult
population.
Such shifts in the age distribution could have raised or lowered
aggregate inequality.

The outcome would depend in part on whether the

aging of the adult population raised age dispersion, as in the earlier
stages of mortality improvement, or lowered it, as when the adult population
pushes against the modern limits of life expectancy in a context of low
and declining fertility.

Life-cycle wealth patterns imply that greater

wealth dispersion would be associated with greater agel dispersion.

In

addition, wealth inequality is highest among the youngest adults, and
an aging of the adult population would on these grounds tend to reduce
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Table 5'
The Percentage Distribution of White Adult Males by Age:
United States, 1830 - 1900
- " ... -

?t'

Certsus Year

,20-29

30-39

40-49

50-5.9

1830

·4;6);",58

25.14

15.6i1!.

9.73

8.95

100.01

1840

39.87

26.12

16.16

9.47

8.38

100 •.00

185(!))

38.10

26.25

17.12

10.15

8.38

100.00

1860<

36.06

26.96

17.68

10.69

8.62

100.01

~

·60+

Total

'\

1870l

33.61

25.09

18~·19

12-.41

10~09

99.99

1881@

34.41

24.61

17~58

12.43

10.97

100.00'

1890

32.93

25.79

17~70

12.00

11~58

1900

:31.30

25.60

19~06

12.53

11~52

S'6'IJiIt't"e~~

t~)'!.,S.

Bureatll.o',f the Census, Historical Statistile-s1 (19)p'6\»),.,
pp. 16, 23.

'table 6
The Percentage Age Distribution of White Adults:
the United States and the Northeast, 1800-18200

Age
Group

United States
Males,! &l:"i!Bemales
1800
1820

15-24
25-44
45-64
65+
16-25
26-44
45+
Source:

Northeast
Males
1870
1830

50.99
40.75
7.47
.80
36.2
39.7
24.1

29.91
42.,12
21.61
6.36

38.0
37.6
24.3

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical
Sta·t!st'ics (1976), pp. 16, 23'.

.,
~
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wealth inequality.

23

Which effects prevailed?

Let us turn first to a

crude national calculation and then to a firmer one based on Wisconsin
data.
We can use Soltow's data on the relationship of age to real estate
wealth in 1850 to calculate one component of the age effect.

Table 7

shows the wealth means and Gini coefficients for different age groups in
1850.

Ignoring the Ginis within age groups for the moment, let us

calculate what would have happened to the top decile share of real
estate wealth if all age groups held their mean values and the age
distribution shifted as it actually did between 1830 and 1860.

If only

the age distribution had changed, the top 10 percent (the oldest) would.
have claimed 23.6 percent, 22.3 percent and 21.5 percent of all real
estate in 1830, 1860, and 1880 respectively.

Of course, aging would

also affect aggregate real estate inequality by shifting the adult
population to older age groups having lower within-group Gini
coefficients.

This second impact would reinforce the presumption that

aging after 1830 served to reduce wealth inequality.

What we know

about age effects thus far serves to magnify the aggregate wealth
inequality trend that requires exp1anation.

24

Wealth data currently exist which would allow a more explicit
accounting of these age and life-cycle effects since the sample underlying Soltow's 1975 book yields total estate values by age, sex,
natiVlitY'<il:.t;rd I1.egio.n..

Unfortunately, Professor Soltow was unable to

make his 1860 or 1870 samples available to us, so we settled on a
second bes·t strategy.

Soltow's 1971 book on Wisconsin wea1thho1ding

reports the 1860 distributions for adult males reprodu~ed in Table 8.
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Table 7
Age and Real Estate Weal,th in 1850

MeaJ;1
Wealth

Gini Coefficient

20-29

$253

.92

30-39

835

.82

40-49

1639

.81

50-59

1950

.77

60-69

2253

.77

70+

2439

.81

........ -.'

Age Class

S9urce:

Soltow [1975, pp. 70 and 107]
based on censuS'samp1es, free
males, age 20 and older.
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Table 8
Frequency Distribution by Wealth Class, Males 20 and Older,
Classified by Age, Wisconsin 1860

~,(

Wealth Class, j
($)
0-1

Mean Wealth
by_Class
Wj

Total
Distribution
20+
(a )

~ercentage

Distribution by Age (Sij_)_

20-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60+

j

.5

.288

.166

.058

.025

.015

.024

1 - 100

50.5

.041

.015

.013

.006

.003

.004

100 - 200

150.0

.062

.020

.023

.010

.005

.004

200 - 300

250.0

.049

.016

.017

.009

.005

.002

300 - 400

350.0

.037

.011

.• 013

.007

.003

.003

400 - 500

450.0

.032

.008

.013

.007

.003

.001

500 - 600

550.0

.034

.008

.013

.007

.003

.003

600 - 700

650.0

.029

.007

.010

.007

.003

.002

700 - 800

750.0

.025

.005

.009

.006

.002

800 - 900

850.0

.024

.004

.009

.005

.004

.003
.002

900 - 1000

950.0

.021

.005

.006

.005

.003

.002

1000 - 1100

1050.0

.027

.005

.009

.006

.005

.002

1100 - 1200

1150.0

.019

.003

.008

.006

.002

0

1200 - 1300

1250.0

.023

.005

.006

.006

.004

.002

1300 - 1500

1400.0

.032

.006

.011

.007

.005

.003

1500 - 2000

1750.0

.058

.010

.019

.017

.007

.005

2000 - 2500

2250.0

.046

.006

.016

.013

.008

.003

2500 - 3000

2750.0

.027

.002

.008

.010

.005

.002

3000 - 4000

3500.0

.041

.004

.013

.014

.006

.004

4000 - 5000

4500.0

.023

.002

.007

.007

.005

.002

5000 - 10,·000

7500.0

.042

.003

.011

.016

.008

.004

..19642.1

.019

.002

.006

.006

.004

.001

1486.0

.999

.313

.298

.202

.108

.078

10,000+
TOTAL

Sources and Notes:
The underlying data taken from Soltow (1971b), Table 6, p. 45. ,The a ij are
calculated as a percentage of all adult males. Soltow does not report
mean wealth or total wealth by class, nor has he been able to supply us with the
underlying data. Thus, we have taken mean wealth by class as midpoints in each
size class, with the exception of $10,000 and above. The latter is computed as a
residual since Soltow does report the total mean of $1486. In the absence of the
underlying data, we.have also assumed that these class means apply to each age
group within the given class. Our imperfect data imply a Gini coefficient of 0.735
while Soltow reports a figure of 0.752.
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If we hold the variance within age classes constant, how would American
a,ggregg;t~wea1th inequality

chang~s

have behaved over time if only the obse't'vgij

in the age distribution of the adult male population (Table 5)

had taken place between 1830 and 1900?

Row important was population

aging in producing a downward bias in aggregate wealth inequality trends?
The ansWers are supplied in Table 9.
drift~d

The Gini Coefficient would have

downward to 1870 while remaining stable thereafter.

In sbort, attention to age distribution trends in the
era haFdly

s~ggests

that our aggregate inequality indices are mirages.

On the contrary, they understate the
3.4

antebe11~

t~ue

inequality trends.

The Foreign-Born Myth
Perhaps the surge toward wealth inequality was the result of a

rising

~pare

of impecunious immigrants in the total population.

A rise

in the foreign-born share could have increased aggregate wealth inequality
without any change in inequality among persons classified by nativity.
Indeed, since immigrants were normally skewed towards the young male
categories, one might have thought that immigration would have produced
an inequality trend on these age considerations alone.

We have

already seen this to be false for the Northeast and for the United
States

g.§

a whole.

An increasing foreign born share could playa role in two ways:
(1) Givep. a gap in average wealth between native and 'f'oreign born, a'",,,,,;,,; "
rise in the foreign born share would serve to increase total inequality
without any increased wealth inequality within either group.

Such

evidence could be grounds for dismissing the study of American
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Table

9~

The Impact of Changing Age Distributions on
Trends in American Wealth Concentration,
1830-1900: Wisconsin 1860 Weights

Gini Coefficient
·Censusq¥eaT."

US

1830

.716

1840

.714

1850

.710

1860

.707

1870

.702

1880

• 705

1890

.703

1900

.698

Wisconsin

.735

Sources and Notes: Underlying age data
used in the calculation are-taken from
Tables 5 and 6. The United States
age distributions are applied using
Wisconsin 1860 "wealth distribution
weights." The procedure assumes the
distribution across wealth classes
within age groups to be constant.
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inequality experience.

If the antebellum inequality surge was simply

the result of poverty-influx from Europe, it would hardly warrant
detail~d

analysis.

The wealth gaps were large.

After standardizing

for age, Soltow shows that in 1860 and in the Northeast, those native
Americans born in southern New England or the Middle Atlantic had

averag~

wealth holdings more than two times the male head born in Germany,
almos~

three times the Irish male head, and a little less than double

the British male head (Soltow [1975], Table 6.2, p. 152).

Whether

due to discrimination, inability to speak English, a relatively poor
European environment, or length of time in America, the gaps were a
fact of life.

To be more precise, for free men in their thirties,

nativ~

born had average total estates of $2,444 in 1860 while foreign
born had only $1,051; native born had wealth holding on average 2.3
that of foreign born (Soltow [1975], Table 3.4, p. 77).

tfmg~

(2) If the

distribution of wealth was more unequal among the foreign born, their
increased relative importance would also produce rising total inequality.
In fact,
i

n

wealth~

more heavily concentrated among the foreign born

"d century. 25

m~

It seems to us, however, that these two forces could not have had
an important quantitative impact on the measured aggregate trends.
Even if the entire population of adult males had been native born in
1820, the rise in the foreign born share to its actual values in 1860
or 1870 could not account for much of the observed surge" toward inequality.
The assertion can be made most transparent with the help of the
inequality algebra introduced in Section 2:

','

",.0",
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dI

where Nand F refer .to native-born and foreign-born males, respectively,
and n is. the native-born share in the total male population.
notation follows that of Section 2, where

Wrefers

I is the squared coefficient of variation.

The remaining

to mean wealth and

The first two terms in this

expression measure the contribution of changing inequality within native
and foreign born groups to the aggregate inequality surge.

We view these

two sources to be far and away the most important, but our position
can be substantiated oniy if the remaining two sources can be shown to
have been minor.
Consider the contribution of the changing variance in between-group
'means, the fourth term in the changing inequality expres s ion.
was slightly larger than IN in mid century,
by a much larger proportion.

W
Nexceeded

both

'Hhile IF

W
and W
F

It follows that if the relative mean wealth

position of the native-born rose over time (if d

(WN!W)

were positive),

then aggregate inequality would have been fostered as the poorer immigrant
groups fell behind the average accumulation performance of native
Americans.

The evidence, however,. fails to support this view.

On

the contrary, the ratio of mean real estate values, native to foreign
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born whiee males (nonfarm), was
(~o1.tow,

1870

2~12

in 1850, 1099 in 1860, and 2.02 in

1975, Table 3.3, p. 76).

The surge in aggregate

ant~

belluJ1!, "wealth inequality cannot be explained by a rising "wealth gap"
between native and foreign born, at least after 1850, the first year
for which we have data.
Con~ider

was the

the third term in the changing inequality expression.

~mpact

'What

of the falling (rising) native born (foreign born) share?

We have already indicated the primary way that rising foreign born shares
might 'have served to increase aggregate inequality: it would serve to
increase the relative importance of the impecunious thus augmenting
inequality.

While IN and IF were roughly the same in the mid-nineteenth

century, and while W
N exceeded WF , it is also true that CW-WN) was
negative.

Th~s,

the long expression in brackets following dn does not

have an!Jnambiguous sign.
share

co~ld

on the

The fall (rise) in the native (foreign) born

have raised or lowered aggregate inequality trends, depending

~nitial

magnitudes of mean wealth by nativity, within variance

by nativity, and the distribution of adult males by nativity.
The issue is an empirical one which will be resolved only when
further samples from the U.S. 1850, 1860, and 1870 Census are drawn,
or when Professor Soltow's data are made available.

We can speculate on

the outgome, however, by appeal to a simple experiment.

Was wealth

inequality among all Americans in mid-century larger than that among native
American.s?

It was, but the differences are trivial.

In 1860,

t~e G~ni

coefficient for native born was .816 while for all free adult males the
figure was· .832.

'The presence of foreign born in the American wealth

distribution served to raise the Gini coefficient by 2 percent, hardly
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the magnitude necessary to account for a significant portion of the antebellum inequality surge, especially given the foreign born were hardly
absent from America in, say, 1820.
smaller.

In 1870, the differences are even

Th.e Ginicoefficient for total estate values was .831 for native

born and.833 for all adult males.

The presence of innnigrants in 1870

served to raise the Gini measure of wealth inequality by two-tenths
of one percent

[Soltow (1975), pp. 107, 149]1

In summary, the source of wealth inequality trends lay within
the native born and within the foreign born groups.

It was not merely

a statistical mirage resulting from the increased preponderence of
foreign born in America, or from an increased wealth gap between native
and foreign born.
3.5

The Impact of Urpanization
The antebellum wealth ·inequalitY" trend :La 11Clt a mirage induced by

age and nativity forces, but perhaps urbanization accounts for the
aggregate trends.

The motivation here is somewhat different than in

the case of age and nativity since even if we found the inequality surge
to be solely urban based, it would

~

diminish its importance.

After

all, while nativity and age distribution changes may be viewed in large
part as exogenous variables in American antebellum development,
urbanization surely may not be so viewed.

In any case, it would be of

some value to sort out the key sources of the antebellum inequality
trend along urban-rural lines, especially given the conventional wisdom
that urbanization can "account for" the vast majority of inequality trends
during early modern growth.
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The query follows in the intellectual tradition stretching fr.om
On'C'e~l

Simon re'uznets [1955] to, most recently, Sherman Robinson [1976].
again,

we

can decompose aggregate inequality trends into four' component

parts:

where. ths nO$ation follows that of Section 2 above.

Take the last term;

first"" tthe rural-urban (here, famn-nonfarm) wealth ga,p.
was hider among farmers than among other Americans.
among

£~ee

Average

weaIt~

For example,

adult males in 1860, farmers had total estates which averaged

$3,166 while nonfarmers had only $2,006 (Soltow [1975], Table 3.4, p. 77) •.
Furthermore., the farmer's wealth advantage cannot be attributed to his
older average age sfnce the same differential appears in all age
classes.

In addition, the differential did not increase over time.
,,,,

The ralfi?:f!o.of farm to total average wealth among free males

act~I1y

fell frd'm 1.38 in 1850 to 1.27 in 1860, and the tend continues to
1870 (s6iltow [1975], p. 76).

The declining "wealth gap" should

have gert~rated an egalitarian drift in America as a whole.

Obvious1Y9

we· must look elsewhere for the source of the antebellum surge.
How about o·ff-farm migration and the rise of non·fa·rm employment,
du?

It is· true that wealth was far more equally

distribut~d among

farm families than among nonfarm families in the 1870 census sample .
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drawn by Lee Soltow.

Indeed, while the top 10 percent of farmers

owned 59 percent of farm wealth, the top 10 percent of nonfarmers
owned 81 percent of nonfarm wealth (Soltow [1975], p. 108).

Gallman

(1969, Table A-I, p. 22) found similar results in the 1860 census.

While

Baltimore's top decile claimed 86.8 percent of gross wealth, in the
remainder of Maryland the figure was 64.5 percent.

Similarly, New

Orlean's top decile claimed· 82.6 percent while the rural "cotton counties"
claimed 58.6 percent.

It follows that urbanization did serve to raise

inequality in America.

In 1820, about 28 percent of the workforce was

nonfarm while the figure was 41 percent in 1860 (Historical Statistics,
1976, Part 1, p. 134).

The share of total northern population in urban

areas rose from 9.4 to 25.6 percent over the same period (Table 10).
These arguments could he quantified if Soltow·'·s [1975] underlying
urban-rural ot farm-nonfarm wealth distributions for 1860 or 1870 were
made available.

In their absence, the Wisconsin 1860 urban and rural

wealth distributions reported in Table 11 will have to serve.

If we

hold the variance within urban and rural areas constant, how would
Northern aggregate wealth inequality have behaved if only the observed
changes in the urban population share had taken place over the nineteenth century?

l~at

was the quantitative impact of urbanization on

Northern wealth concentration trends?
Table 12.

The results are summarized in

There we.see that the Gini coefficient would have drifted

upwards hardly at all between 1790 and 1840, from .740 to .748.

Even

after 1840, the impact of rapid urbanization in the Northeast served
to raise aggregate inequality only modestly, from .748 in 1840 to .771
in 1870, a rise of some 3 percent.

In short, while urbanization served

to raise inequality in the first three-quarters of the nineteenth century,
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Table 10
The Distribution of Northern Population By
Urban and Rural Residence, 1790-1900

Population (000)
Year

Urban

Rural

Urban
Share

1790

160

1809

.081

1800

245

2442

.091

1810

383

3397

.101

1820

490

4730

.094

1830

827

6327

.116

1840

1382

8730

.137

1850

2788

11242

.199

1860

5050

14640

.256

1870

8150

17130

.322

1880

11568

20303

.363

1890

17684

22133

.444

1900

24076

23304

.508

Source:

U. S. Bureau of the Census,
Historica1'Statistics, (1976),
p. 22.
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Table 11
Frequency Distribution by Wealth Class, Males 20 and Older,
Urban and Rural, Wisconsin 1860

Wealth Class

Mean Wealth by Class

($)

Rut's,l

o- 1

.5
50.5
150.0
250.0
350.0
450.0
550.0
650.0
750.0
850.0
950.0
1100.0
1300.0
1500..0
1700.0
1900.0
2250.0
2750.0
3500.0
4500.0
7500.0
19315.0

1 - 100
100- 200
200 - 300
300 - 400
400 - 500
500 - 600
600 - 700
700 - 800
800 - 900
900 - 1000
1000 - 1200
1200 - 1400
1400 - 1600
1600 - 1800
1800 - 2000
2000 - 2500
2500 - 3000
3000 - 4000
4000 - 5000
5000 - 10,000
10,000+

Adult Males by Class
Rural

Urban

.5
50.5
150.0

55134

5707

6897

1320

9859

1520

250.0

8878

840

350.0

7191

420

450.0

6006

400

550.0

6839

780

650.0

5784

520

750.0

4951

240

850.0

100

950.0

4690
3766

1100.0

8684

580

1300.0

7213

320

1500.0
1700.0

5599
4170

140
280

1900.0

3598

120

2250.0

7938

360

2750.0

5191

120

3500.0

7401

340

4500.0

4188

240

7500.0

6747

680

38582.0

2851

642

Urban

220

Sources and Notes:
The underlying data are taken from Soltow (1971b), pp.
52-53. Soltow does not report mean wealth or total wealth by class.
Thus, we have taken mean wealth by class as midpoints in each
size class with the exception of $10,000 and above. The latter
is computed as a residual since Soltow.does report urban and state
total means, $1,450 and $1,370 respectively. In the absence of
the underlying data, calculated Gini's from the above data need
not necessarily coincide with those reported by Soltow. Soltow
reports a statewide Gini of .757 while we computed a value of
.750. Urban refers to Milwaukee County and rural to the
remainder of the state.
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Tab.1e 12
The Impact of Urbanization on Trends in Northern
W.~~1th· Concentratton;' 1790-1900':
Wisconsin 1860 Weights
;U~ ."

. Joc:tt.

.€A

;;))$[(

Census Year

Gini Coefficient
Northern
States:
Wisconsin

1790

.740

1800

.742

1810

.743

1820

.742

1830

.745

1840

.. 746

1850

.756

1860

.763

1870

.771

1880

.776

1890
1900

.785
.792

Sources:

.750

Underlying data used in the calculation
are taken from the sources to Tables 5
and 11. The urban-rural population
distribution in Northern states are
applied using Wisconsin 1860 "wealth
distripution weights." The procedure
assumes the dis~ribution within urban
and rural areas ~g be constant. It also
assumes the urban-rural mean wealth
differentials to be const.ant. Thus,
only the relative weights--the share
urbanized--is allowed to change over
time.
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-its contribution to the aggregate inequality surge appears to have been
relatively minor.

This again implies that the vast majority of the ante-

bellum wealth inequality surge in America had its source
and regions.

-

~ithin

sectors

To judge from Figure 7 below, however, much of the inequality

drama must have centered on the cities.
3.6

When and Where Did Wealth Become More Concentrated?
Other independent measures of wealth inequality trends between

these 1774 and 1860 benchmarks are essential to test the implications
of the Jones and Soltow-Ga11man research.
Gathering data on the estates of the very richest .031 percent of
U.S. families and comparing their aggregate value with rough estimates
of the wealth of the entire nation, Robert Gallman [1969, Table 2], found
that the share held by this super-rich group rose from 6.9 percent in
1840 to 7.2 - 7.6 percent in 1850, and then to 14.3 - 19.1 percent in
1890.

The suggestion that inequality between the super-rich and

the rest of the nation rose across the 1840s supplies a valuable clue,
even though Gallman's data do not allow a comparison between middle and
low wealth shares.
Lee Soltow reaches the opposite conclusion based on real estate
distributions in 1850 and 1860.

For both these years, and for 1870,

the U.s. census asked respondents to state the value of their land
and buildings gross of 1ien.

Sampling these returns, Lee Soltow [1975,

Ch. 4] has found no net change in real estate inequality across the
1850s, the top quantile shares almost exactly matching the same shares
of total estate in 1860.

Stability in the inequality of real estate

would surely limit .inequality trends for the 1850s, given that real
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estate was nearly 60 percent of the ,total value of wealth in 1860.
Still, firm conclusions about inequality in total estate cannot De
reache~ from the distribution of real estate alone.

The remaining time-series evidence comes from regions and cities.
For the late antebellum South, Gavin N'rfght [1970] has presented data.,
on the inequality of improved acreage, farm real estate values, farm
physica~ wealth (land, buildings, slaves, implements) and cotton

output from the Parker-Gallman farm sample in cotton counties.

Wright

found rio net inequality trend for the l850s, though the second and
third c:feciles from the top gained noticeab.ly at the expense of the
top decile and the lower seventy percent.

This result seems to reinfoTc-e

Lee Soltow's finding of no net change in real estate concentration for tne
South (~\S weI! as for the nation) across the 18509.
Eti6ugh data do exist to construct size distributions for slaveholding over a much longer antebellum period.
\

Lee Soltow's work with

the slaveowning data has led to the summary figures shown in Table 13.
Soltow himself [197la] concluded that there was no change in slaveholding inequality among slaveholders.

Yet the more relevant measure

is one that examines inequality among all families, not just slaveholders.

As Soltow notes, slaveholders were a declining share of

all families.

Therefore what is at most a modest rise in inequality

of slaveholding among slavehoiders after 1830 becomes a pronouned
rise in slaveholding inequality among all families (Table 13)." Contrary:,,:
to the findings of Gavin Wright for the cotton South, the entire South
shows a rise in the l850s in slaveholding inequality, apparently part
of a longer term trend.

The years after 1830, and perhaps even after

1790, exhibit rising inequality in Southern slaveholding.
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Table 13
Unequal Slaveho1ding in the South, 1790-1860

Year
Region

1790

1830

1850

1860

Five Regions on the Eastern Seaboard
Slaves per slaveholder
Slaveholders/family
Slaves/family
Gini coefficient, among
slaveholders
Share held by top 1%
--of slaveholders
--of families

8.3'
.35
2.9

9.6 '
.36
3.5

9.8"
.30
2.9

10.2
.25
2.6

.572

.573

.582

.597

13.4%
22.5%

13.0%
26.7%

14.2%
27.9%

13.7%
30.5%

74.0%

75.2%

Four Regions on the Eastern Seaboard
Share held by top
of families

10~

Entire South
Share held by top 10%
of families

71.5%

82.3%

Source and Notes:
Soltow [197la, Tables 1 and 2], draws on both official census
publications and his own sample of families and slaveholders from the
manuscript censuses.
The regions consisted of most of Maryland, the District of Columbia,
and North Carolina, plus parts of South Carolina. The fifth region added
to these was most of Virginia, with some property tax returns for 1780
educating the underlying estimates for Virginia.
Professor Soltow's tables of size distributions across numbers-ofslaves classes reported some of the assumed class means. We have assumed
others using what seem to be comparable procedures.
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The remaining anteb elhl11t" observ.Slt!i:dnS1)ioDr;:we·a:LthYtdi!Sj;ri:~idnst~
are ma:Ln;ly from Northeastern cities.
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The tax and probate data

fo.~'

these a'I'eas have yielded the top-quanti:le shares displayed in Figure 7.
These are a valuable cross-check on the '),.774 and 1860 benchmarks:, since
they are derived by different scholars, with possibly different sampling
techniques, and in some cases with different kinds of data (e.g., tax'
returns1.•
Two striking patterns emerge from Figure 7.

First, it suggests'

when the st.eepest trend toward concentration set in,.

The local tax

returns from Boston and neighboring Hingham show trough observations
in the 1810sand 1820s.

The two top-quantile shares from this

perio~~~"

New York City and Brooklyn are also much lower than that for the 18408'.
Each series shows steep -increases after 1830', "as did the Southern
slaveho.~ding

returns (but not the already-cited Soltow and Wright

results confined to the 1850s).
decile

~hares

Second, rates of increase in the top

per decade seem to average about the same as that

derived for total assets among all free households in the U.S. between
1774 and 1860 (about 4.6 percent per decade as a percent of the share
itself, according to Table 3 above).

It appears, therefore, that the

movement toward wealth concentration occurred within regions, just as
it seems to have occurred within given age groups, among native or
foreign-born, and within rural and urban populations.
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While no rich empirical feast can ;be prepared: ;from'such

scraps~,

lW";~i;\;

the appetizer should certainly stimulate further expeditions into
early nineteenth century archives.

The working hypothesis, seems now to

be that wealth concentration rose over most of the period 1774-1860,
with especially steep increases from the 1820s to the late 18408.
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Itshou~d

early

also be noted that these two or three decades coincide with

~ndustria1

acceleration, and with a period in which wage gaps

b,etween skilled and unskilled occupational groups seemed to w,iden
[Lindertand Williamson, 1976].
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4.
4.1.

THE UNEVEN HIGH PLATEAU:

CIVIL WAR TO GREAT DEPRESSION

Time-Series Clues
The seven decades following the Civil War mark a period for which

wealth inequality remained very high and exhibited no significant long
term trend.

This judgment is based

OR

slim evidence, since the period

is illuminated statistically only near its start and finish.

The half-

century between the 1870 census and the onset of modern estate tax returns-begun in 1919 and reported after 1922--is an empirical Dark Age for wealth
distributions.

It need not remain this way.

for most of this pre-tax era.

Probate records are rich

For the moment, however, we must rely on a

data base which is less extensive for this half-century than for 1860 or
even 1774.
The manuscript censuses have allowed Soltow to compare the distribution
of total assets in 1860 and 1870.

The dominant intervening event during

the decade was slave emancipation, a massive confiscation from the richest
strata of Southern society.

Thus, the net change across the l860s was a

shift toward more equal wealthholding for the United States as a whole,
whether we count slaves as part of the wealthholding population or not.
The movement of top-decile shares is shown in Table 14.

The levelling

within the South was apparently sufficient to outweigh the contribution
to total U.S. wealth inequality implied by the opening up of a new
wealth gap between North and South.

Within the North, meanwhile, there

was either no change or a slight levelling across the l860s.
The next set of clues are offered by the census year 1890.

As

we

noted above, Gallman's richest .031% of wealthholders rose to 14.3-19.1%
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Table 14
Top-Decile Shares of Total Wealth ~ong Adult
1860 and 1870(%)

Year
.186:0 all

U.~. M4~e§~

~

Region

1860 free

1870 white

1870 a,11

United States

73

74.6-79.0

68

70

~j9Mth

75

(very high)

70

77

NQ.Jrth

68

68

67

67

So~~ce.s

:

Table 13 an<;i Soltow [1975, p. 99].

Table 15
Holmes" Es timated Wealth Dis tribution
for American ~~lies in 1890

Class
Lowest to

Number of
Families (000)
1,440.0

216.0

752.8

1,359.7

1,756.4
5,159.8

5,309.6
2,579.9

720.6

1,142.5

1,764.3

6,749.1

1,092.2

30,643.2

4.0

12,000.0

12,690.2

60,000.0

Highest
TOTAL
Source:

Net Worth
($000,000)

lio).mes [1893] , pp.

59i-"..592~
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of wealth in 1890, from 7.2-7.6% at midcentury.

The rest of the Lorenz

curve for 1890 has been estimated by George K. Holmes [1893].

The 1890

Census supplied data on farm and home ownership in twenty-two states and
Holmes extrapolated this sample to the national distribution.

Furthermore,

using reported mortgage debt in the Census,Ho1mes was able to approximate
net worth as opposed to gross wealth, thus making the distributions more
comparable to Lampman's 1922 net estate benchmark.

Holmes guesstimated

full distribution of wealth from this data base and, by the imaginative
use of other information, generated the distribution for 1890 reproduced
in Table 15.
Holmes' guesses imply that the top one and ten percent of American
families held, respectively, 25.76 and 72.17% of wealth.
suggests that the top 1.4% claimed 28.13% of total wealth.

Interpolation
By comparison,

Lampman [1959, Table 6, p. 388] calculated that the top 1.4% of families
held 29.2% of the total wealth in 1922.

28

To the extent that comparability

holds, wealth concentration increased only slightly between 1890 and 1922.
Better estimates of national wealth distributions around World War I
are offered by the Federal Trade Commission's early research.

In 1926

the Commission published the results of a special survey in which they
collected 43,512 probate estate valuations from 23 counties in thirteen
states plus the District of Columbia.
1923.

30

The survey covered the years 1912-

While Table 16 exploits the FTC data, it should be emphasized

that these distributions relate to those dying in the sampled counties,
and the sample contains only one major city, Washington, D.C. If the
sampl~:had

contained a more accurate representation of the urban

eastern seaboard, inequalities at death would look even greater for

29

Table 16
The Distribution of Wealth from FTC Sampled Estates, 1912 and 1923
'

.... -..,.....

.~-<.~

_~-

~~_.-~-'"

~

~_._~.,.....

'.

-~
D_'~_~

___

'"".~~~

._

'< .• ....,..,~
-.,.~--

-.

-~--'

Nonprobate assumptions:
Wealth_c1~ss

..~
Not Probated
4624
<$500
469
500-1,000
360
1~DOO-2~500
599
2,500-5,000
486
5,000-"10,000
370
10,000-25,000
316
15,000-50,000
140
50,,000-roo,000
54
.100,000-250,000
42
250 ,0Ji>0-500,000
12
500.,000-1 ,000,000
4
1:,.000,,000<
"2
TOTAL

Notes:

7.78

.-....p

...-cw_

~.-~,-~-

-

~ ~

' 1923

1912
Tl'~ ......

~

___T.J~
1:1i_satLi.,.ndert
.. - .

.... ':4!ue .

'King

Value
448,528
119,353
255,070
983,480
1,715,689
2,613,262
4,822,552
4,966,955
3,699,454
6,464,171
4,135,571
2.,5 21,647
8,165.326

.N~~
5'914
'469
360
599
486
370
316
140
5'4
42
12
4
2

573,658
119,353
2'55,070
983,480
1,715,689
2,613,262
·4,822,552
4,966,955
3,699,454
6,464,171
4,135,571
8.,165,326

No.
4805
462
406.
817
731
643
623 .
, .242
136
62
27
9
2

40,911,058

8768

41,036,188

·L~.'i'·

_. _.

.

__

L!

2,52.1,~,47

.

~

Value
494,915
124,775
287,638
1,334,301
2,607,015
4,585,009
9,411,982
8,464,878
9,064,680
'9,824,211
8,718,762
6,198,199
5.599.535
tP6,715j'9OQC
-.:>,.:" --

_.~~~,-.&......;"'-.

Wi11iamson-~i~d!rt

.J!fo.
&146
462
406
817
731
643
623
242
136
62
27
9
2

' 'Vaille
633,038
124,775
287.,§3lJ
1,334,-:301
2,607,015
4,585,009
9,411, 9~2
8,464,8'18
9,064,680
9,824,21il
8 , 718, 7;f!R.
6,198 .• ftJ9'
5 • 599 I 5'3"

10306

66,85'4,023

The FTC data-is reported in 69th Cong., 1st Session, Senate Doc. No. 126, National Wealth and Income (1:926),
pp. 58"'-59.T.l:ie "King" estimates are derived from his assumption that those not probated had, on average,
$100 at death~. The "Wi11iamson-Lindert" estimates allow instead for the same average among not probated,
but for a ris~ from $97 in 1912 to $103 in 1923, the 'Observed rate of increase in the less "than $500 ·c1ass.
In addition,iiumbers not probated are estimated as a :tesidua1 frommorta1:i.ty data. The morta1ity.s;tatistics
are for regiliered states reported in the 19th and 24;th ,Annual Reports, Department of Co1lltnerce, Bttt'eau of
the Census, ':ltjrta1ity Statistics (1918 and 1923) • these supply a trend in crude death .rates which iis. 'then
applied to the FTC aggregate estimate of 184,958 'for fbhe whole 1912-1923 period to supp1yannua1 gs(timates
for 191;2 and 1923. This figure is distributed by ·sexus:l.ng 19:21 l@rt:g!l.itt .StatisctJ;cs propo'rt:1ft\>ol;ls!1o Total
poteri:tia1 'Wealth holders at death are then estimafted fEitssnuiing 525.3% of 'de'C'easea females were Ifo~e11J:-ldal
wealth \holde,t:s.. The 25,.3% figure &8 derived from .Er€ L941.estt'ate tiEix fu'ett(f'tis IDMeft.iiet'$hau$en,l~$f6~~
~"'i:"';-~

co

(;)
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these years.

On the other hand, both King's and our procedures for

including the nonprobated decedents may tend to overstate the wealth
inequality of decedents.

These potential biases make it hazardous to

compare these size distributions with ones that attempt to estimate
wealth inequality .among the living.
The FTC results for 1912 and 1923 can, however, be used to reveal
the likely net change in net worth inequality between these dates.

Table

17 reveals a sharp drop in wealth inequality across World War I, either
in terms of the top-quantile share or in terms of the Gini coefficient.

The wealth levelling replicates findings emerging from two

other strands of research.

Firs~,

it appears that World War I was a

pronounced leveller of incomes and wage ratios [Lindert and Williamson,
1976].

Second, Stanley Lebergott's evidence suggests that mobility into

and out of the ranks of top wealth holders was great across the same
era [Lebergott, 1976].

The First World War was a sharp but brief

leveller, perhaps because of its sudden inflation, perhaps because of
its effects on labor supply and product demand.
Wealth inequality trends across the 1920s can be gauged by the
application of estate-multiplier methods to the returns of the estate
tax initiated in 1916.

Robert Lampman [1962] performed that task some

time ago and his figures (examined in more detail below) show an unmistakable
rise in the shares held by the richest between 1922 and 1929.

The top

percentile share among all adults rose from 31.6% of total equity in
1922 to 36.3% in 1929.

Here again the top-quantile measures of wealth

inequality display positive correlation with movements in income inequality.
The 1920s were years in which the top percentile share of income, the ratios
of skilled to unskilled wage rates, and the inverse Pareto slope of income
inequality among top income groups also rose [Lindert and Williamson, 1976].
-

.... _ - - ~ . _ . _ - _. . . . __ ._-
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Table 17
Wealth Inequality Statistics, 1912-1923

1923

1912
King
Gini ;;:Coefficient
Per~e,nt

.Sha.re of Top

1%
5%
10%
Source.:

Table 16.

.9186
.Y

54.38
77 .69
88.08

Williamson
-Lindert
•.9252

Kin$
.8878

Williamson
-Lindert
.898-8

.',,1-

56.38
79.83
90.03

43.10
70.18
81.24

45.68
72.44
84.10
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The period from 1860 to 1929 is thus best described as a high uneven
plateau of wealth inequality.
peak?

We do not yet know.

the l860s.

When did wealth inequality hit its historic

We do know that there was a levelling across

We also know that there was a levelling across the World War

I decade (1912-1922), which was reversed largely or entirely by 1929.

This

leaves three likely candidates for the dubious distinction of being the era
of greatest inequality in American personal wealth:

c1860, c19l4, and 1929.

That each of these pinnacles was followed by a major

upheaval--~ivil war

and slave emancipation, world war, or unparalleled depression--suggests
interesting hypotheses regarding the effects of these episodic events on
wealth inequality (or perhaps even the impact of inequality on these
episodic events).

These cannot be explored here.

We shall note only

that the existence of a trend in wealth inequality within this period
cannot be established primarily because we lack good time series spanning
the four decades from 1870 to the early 1910s.
4.2

31

International Comparisons
The quality of the available wealth distribution data around the

turn of the century makes comparisons between shaky U.S. figures and
shaky figures from other countries hazardous.

Yet ao rough comparison

can at least be suggested, since the early years of this century were
ones for which several countries reported information on one particular
kind of wealth distribution, the distribution of wealth among probated
decedents.
The comparison in Table 18 pivots on the FTC probate distribution
of 1912, which shows more inequality than any other measure of wealth
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Table 1.8\
Wealth Shares Held by the Top Qne and Ten Percent
of Decedents and the Living, Foul: Nations, 1907...1913.

Wealth s.hare of
Country

Top
1%

Top
10%

Among Decedents
United States, 1912:

FTC probate sample

united Kingdom, 1907-1911, succession
duty returns for males over 25

56.4%

90.0%

57.8-64.3

91.9

50.4

81.0

England and Wales, 1911-1913, persons
over 25 (estate multiplier method)

70.0

..

Prussia, 1908, family wealth
(bas'ed on tax as~.essments)

49.1

France, 1909, all probated estates
Among the Living.

Sources and notes: The sources are Table 17, Willford King
[1915, pp. 86-95], and Robert Lampman [1962, pp. 210-215]
citing an earlier study by Kathleen Langley.
In constructing the probate size distribution for the United
Kingdom, King assumed that the estates in the poorest class of men
averaged 60 pounds ($292) each, and that women owned the same
fraction of the number and value of estates as in Massachusetts in
1890. It should also be noted that the British estate duty returns
are likely to be distorted by a peculiar cause for tax avoidance.
The British succession duties were a step function of total estate,
making the duty jump by large numbers of pounds as one's estate
gained the extra few pennies that put that estate into a higher
tax bracket. Our preliminary inspection of the summary returns
published in the Statistical Abstract of the United Kingdom suggests
that in high wealth brackets the average declared wealth was noticeably above the midpoint, while this was not true of lower tax
brackets. This is not the pattern one would expect of ~ distribution that rises and then falls with size. We suspec:t~that rich
, ":
heirs prevailed on themselves and their assessors to pull down
their taxable estate into lower wealth brackets, thus understating
British wealth inequality.
King felt the French returns appeared to list all estates, and
left the probate-tax-return distribution unadjusted. He estimated
the lower 86%0£ the Prussian distribution assuming "that the curve
for small properties would resemble in form that known to exist fo~
France." [p.·91].
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dispersion from the entire history of the U.S.

It may be a biased indicator,

but, as we have argued, it is not clear which way the bias runs.

The FTC

probates understate inequality with their underrepresentation of large
cities, yet the assump"tions used by King and ourselves to include nonprobated
estates may overstate inequality.

With all of these qualifications, it

appears that America had joined industrialized Europe 'in terms of its ""
deg'l'ee:' -of r.epor-ted ~weal th"'ineqU$li!t-tly".·.
"f.~~~'1I1ore

"What~vElil' '~l~.1J.ing.Cf':~·" 'th~~ican

rural orientation may have imparted, they did,not

show up in the form of a clearly lower degree of wealth inequality.

By

the eve of World War I, wea1th--or at least decedents' wea1th--was as
unequally distributed here as in Western Europe.

DeTocquevil1e was right;

less than a century after his visit, the American egalitarian "dream" had
been completely lost.
If further studies confirm this tentative comparison, several
corollaries demand attention.

First, it is important to establish whether

differences in age distribution and urbanization affect the international
comparison.

Second, did the post 1774 rise in American wealth inequality

approach a stable and high degree of wealth inequality in Western Europe,
or was the trend towa.rd wealth concentration as strong in Europe as in
the United States across the nineteenth century?

Third, who migrated

and did their departure from Europe and arrival in America serve to
raise wealth inequality on both sides of the Atlantic?

Finally, what

became of the European-American comparison after the First World
War?

This last question has already been explored 'by Harold Lyda11 and

J.B. Lansing [1959], as well as by Robert Lampman [1962, pp. 210-215].
They find that the top-quantile shares among living wea1thho1ders in
England and Wales dropped with each decade from 1911-1913 to mid-century,
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yet wealth inequality always remained more pronounced there than in the
United States from the 1920s on.
leading~

Either the prewar comparison is

mi8~

or the age adjustment from the deceased to the living serves

to.raise American inequality more markedly, or there was an even more
dramatic levelling of wealth in the United States across World War I
than the available figures have revealed.
resolved.

,.'

This issue has yet to be
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5.

5.1

THE TWENTIETH-CENTURY LEVELLING

The Post World War I

Estimat~s

Our understanding of levels and trends in wealth inequality since
World War I rests on two kinds of data.

One source relies on estimates

of top-wealthho1der shares using estate tax returns and estate-multiplier
methods [Lampman (1962); Smith and Franklin (1974)].

The other main

/

source is the Federal Reserve Board's oft-cited Survey of Financial
Characteristics of Consumers taken on December 31, 1962 [Projector and
Weiss, 1966].
The top-quantile shares reported in Table 19 reveal unambiguous
and well-known trends.

Top wea1thho1ders increased their share markedly

between 1922 and 1929, apparently recovering their pre World War I
shares.

Their share then dropped secularly over the next twenty years,

hitting a trough around 1949.

Thus, the levelling in wealth distributions

after 1929 parallels the "revolutionary" income levelling over the same
period.

Furthermore, as with incomes the wealth levelling is not solely

a wartime phenomenon since an equally dramatic levelling took place
early in the Great Depression.

While this revolutionary change in the

distribution of wealth has become a permanent feature of the mid 20th
century, the postwar period has not recorded any further trend toward
wealth levelling.
5.2

Adjustments and Anomalies
So say the unadjusted estate tax series.

But when these are

co~

pared with the 1962 Fed Survey, the estimates begin to reveal serious
gaps.

The Fed Survey implies that the top 1% of all consumer units

held 36.9% of net worth at the end of 1962.

In contrast, the top 1% of
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Table 19
Share of U.S. Personal Wealth Held by Top Wea1thho1ders,
1922-1972

The percent share of equity
Year

1.0 peTcent
of adults

~or

0.5 percent of
.popu1ation

(1)

(2)

1922

31.6

29.8

1929

36.3

32.4

1933

2.8.3

25.2

1939

30.6

28.0

1945

'23.3

20.9

net worth) held by

(3)

1. 0 percent of
population
(4)

22.0

27.5

theriches~

,19 •.3
1953

24.3

22.7

1954

24.0

22.5

1956

26.0

25.0

1958

21. 7

26.9

21.6
1965

23.7

29.2

20.4
1972
Sourc§s:

20.9

26.6

Columns (1) and (2), Lampman [1962, pp. 202, 204]; columns (3)
and (4), Smith and Franklin [1974', and unpublished ,'esitima,tzes,'].;

,~~4
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total population held only 27.4% in the same year, according to Smith
and Franklin.

This significant gap must be explained.

Elimination of the gap between these inequality estimates might
well begin with standardization of population units.

The Fed survey

dealt with households, or, more accurately, "consumer units."

The

estate tax studies could not easily follow the same convention, however.
Given data on top individual wea1thho1ders, they projected these top
wea1thho1ders onto the total population or the total adult population.
Converting the estate tax results into a size distribution among"households is of course impossible in the absence of data on the wealth of
other family members.

It is crucial to know, for example, the frequency

with which male and female millionaires estimated from the decedent
returns are married to each other.

If they tend to be, then wealth

inequality among households is higher than that implied by calculations
which treat them as living in separate households.
While point estimates of wealth inequality among households are
elusive, we can establish ranges.

Table 20 performs an exercise of this

sort, accepting the underlying wealth data and converting the topwea1thho1der aggregates from an individual to a household basis.

These

estimates cannot be proved to bound the true top-percentile shares, but
it is our judgment that the truth lies within the range given here.
In any case, Table 20 suggests that 20th century inequality trends are
not much affected by converting the top-share estimates to a household
basis.

The rise in wealth concentration between 1922 and 1929 persists,

a somewhat larger decline from 1929 to mid-century emerges, but the
stability since· the early 1950s remains.
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Table 20
Top-Percentile Shares of Estimated Net Worth
Among Households, 1922 - 1.972

Year

Low
estimates

High Es tiBIates
Lampman procedure
Alternative procedure

1922

22.8%

1929

27.7

1953

17.65

22.4

1962

19.2

21.1

1969

17.9

20.4

1972

18.9

26.0%

26.2

Sources and notes:
The sources are those cited in Table 19 plus, for the total number
of households, the U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics (1976)
and Statistical Abstract of the United States.
The low estimates of top wealthholders' shares of wealth were based
on the following definitions:
Percentage of top wealthholders (those with wealth
above $x) in population of
households
Their percentage
wear1.th share

=

=

No. of individual estates above $x
(among estimated living population) (x 100)
No. of households in the United States

Total value of estates
individually above $x
Wealth of the entire
household sector

Note that this low estimate intentionally ignores the fact that more . "
than one personal estate can exist in th~ same household.
The Lampman procedure [1962, pp. 204-207] generates what is probably
a high estimate of :the top wealthholders' share by subtracting the number
of married women among individual top wealthho1ders from the top-wealthholder ranks, with no other adjustments. This amounts to dividing the
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(Notes arid Sources to Table 20, continued)

husbands
into two
than the
children

with individual estates above the top wealthholders' threshold
groups. The first group is married to wives also having more
threshold individual wealth. The second group has wives and
with zero personal ~ealth.

The alternative procedure for developing a high estimate marries all
the top-wealthholding husbands off to the richest possible wives and gives
them all the children with individual estates. That is, this procedure
uses the definitions:
Percentage of top wealthholders (those households
with wealth above $x)

Their percentage
wealth share

=

=

No. of individual·':estates above $x,
exclu~ing all wealthholders under age
20 and all married women wi th wealth
above $x
No. of households in the U.S.

Total value of estates over $x among adult
males plus adult females not currently married
plus estates of all minors plus estates of the
richest married women equal in number to the
married males with estates over $x
(x 100)
No. of households in the U.S •

._-
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bequests before death, and that they are hiding vast sums from the
assessors, why would they be so much more candid
the Federal Reserve in 1962?

w~en

interviewed by

We can well believe that people might lie

to avoid a 74% marginal tax rate, but it is not yet clear how or why
their lying was so inconsistent.

There must be another explanation

for the discrepancy.
There are only small

gap~

betweeri the amounts of wealth reported

for top wea1thho1ders to the Fed survey, the Internal Revenue Service,
and the Smith-Franklin modification of the IRS data.

For either the

top million wea1thho1ders or the top two million, the estimated amounts
of wealth in the Fed Survey run something like 10% above the amounts
implied by the Smith-Franklin estimates.

The discrepancy is not large

enough to explain the top share gap already noted.

Furthermore, the

same top million or two reported even more to the IRS itself, according
to its own estimates [Internal Revenue Service, 1967].

Differences in

the amounts of wealth attributed to top wea1thho1ders apparently do not
account for the differences inOthe 1962 share estimates.
The key to the 1962 puzzle must lie with competing estimates of the
total net worth of the entire personal sector.

The Fed survey never

reported its estimate of total personal wealth, but the mean net worth
and the estimated population size imply an aggregate net worth of $1,198
billion.

This is very close to John Kendrick's recent estimate of the

personal sector's gross assets of $1,175 billion for the same date
[Kendrick, 1976, p. 70].

Unfortunately, both figures are well below

the $1,779.9 billion total net worth used by Smith and Frank1in--and
supplied to them by Helen Stone Tice of the Federal Reserve Board.
appears that the Fed survey somehow erred by using a total net worth

-

0.

0

0

0

0

_

It
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estimate which is only 56% of the figure later disseminated by the Fed
itself.,

A look at the Projector-Weiss technical notes to the survey

reveals that these authors [Projector and Weiss, 1966, pp. 61,62] were
already aware of a aerious underestimation of total assets and net
worth.

If we conclude that the better estimate of total net worth was

that later supplied by the Fed to Smith and Franklin, then the Fed
survey itself implies a top-percentile share of only 20.6% of net worth,
well within the range estimated in Table 20 above.
If' the estimates are now consistent with each other, they still do
not reveal what made wealth inequality decline between 1929 and midcentury.

We must take care to subject this aggregate levelling to the

same kind of scrutiny applied to the 19th century wealth concentration
trends.

In particular, could the levelling just be an artifact of changes

in the age distribution?

Pursuing this point, Table 21: displays the

percentage distribution of male-headed households by age of head.
Between 1930 and 1940 or between 1930 and 1960, there was indeed an
aging in the population of male household heads but it takes a different
form than the antebellum aging discussed above in Section 3.

Over the

nineteenth century, young adult males declined in importance over time
thus imparting a downward drift to aggregate inequality indicators as
the age distribution compressed.
appears to be somewhat different.

The twentieth century experience
While young adults (under 35) decline

in relative numbers from the 19208 to the 1960s, adults at the other
end of the age distribution increase in relative importance (aged 55 and
above).

The net2ife-cyc1e impact on aggregate wealth concentration

trends is unclear.

The issue can be resolved only by applying wealth
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Table 21
The Percentage Distribution of Male-Headed
Households by Age of Head: United States, 1930-1970

Total

Under 35

35-44

45-54

55-64

1930

27.3

27.1

22.0

14.1

9.3

99.8

1940

26.3

24.5

22.6

15.3

11.2

99.9

1950

27.9

24.2

20.3

15.5

12.2

100.1

1960

25.8

23.9

20.9

15.5

13.8

99.9

1962

25.3

23.6

20.7

15.6

14.8

100.0

1970

27.9

20.5

20.7

16.4

14.6

100.1

Notes:

',cL

65 and Over

Year

Underlying data taken from various Census publications.

~ab1~. 2..2

Mean Wealth and Frequency Distribution by Wea;Lth Class, Consumer Uni.t
Heads, Classified by Age: United States, 1962

A.

I Neg.

Age

Qr 0

1-999

1,0004,999

..Mean Wealth

5,0009,999

by l\"ealth Class ($)

- - ~ - -

10,00024,999

25,00049,999

50,00099,999

16,047

35,19.1

68,980

---------.-------

100,000199.999

..

_

.. _------

200,000499.999

-.-

SOb.ooo

and
over

All Units

0

396

2721

Under 35

0
0

411

2552

7176

15,493

30,911

75.861

117,437

281,433

4.972,437

392

2801

7460

15,897

35,068

68,026

130,385

294.846

1,194,630

35.-44

7267

132,790

300,355

1,260,667

4?-54

0

392

2801

7460

15,897

35,068

68,026

130,385

294,846

1,194,630

55-6lI

0

358

2804

7286

17,056

36,067

68,533

141,236

309,196

1,353,921

65 and Over

0

365

2775

6958

15,572

35,131

70,645

122.569

298.141

1,034,548

4

1

1

B.

Percentage Distribution Within Age Classes
23

11

}J.1 Units

10

16

19

16

Under 35
35-44

14
9

26
20
20
12

14

8

2

21

4

1

10
16

25
31
28

8

14

5

1

1

9

36
14
10
7

8

3

2

11

8

13

18

25

16
15

1

2

4.5-54
55-64
6o? ang Over
Npte.§:

8

5

1

Unlfer1ying data taken from Dorothy S. Projector and Gertrude S. W~iss. Survey of Financial Characteristics of COtlStnrers
(W~hington. D.C.: Federal Reserve Board, 1966), Tables ~ a.nd ~~. PP' 98-~9 and 110-111. Mean wealth·is not r~p~rt~p
sep<lrately by size for age groups 35-44 and 45-54, but ratll£.r fpr 35-54. We have,' th~refo~e.. assumed £he 35-54 1!!~~m yiilu~
l;p ~pp1y to both age groups. Furthermore, we set negative w~altq value!! at zero, sinc!,! no alternative 'l."'as possip~~.··· "

\0
0\
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Table 23
TIle Impact of Changing Age Distribution
on Trends in American Wealth Concentration,
1930-1970: Proj~ctor and Weiss 1962 Weights

U.S. GinL.Coefficient
Year

Male Headed
Households

1930

.718

1940

.719

1950

.722

1960

.720

1962

.719

1970

.725

Consumer
Units

.76

Notes:
Underlying data used in the calculation are taken
from Tables 21 and 22. TIle United States male-headed
households age distributions are applied using Projector
and Weiss 1962 ''wealth distribution weights" for
consumer units, applying constant (1962) conversion
factors to get from the age distribution of male-headed
households to the age distribution of consumer units.
TIle procedure assumes the distribution across wealth
classes within age groups to be constant. We fail to
replicate the Projector and Weiss reported Gini (1966,
Table 8, p. 30) of .76 since we were forced to set the
mean negative wealth class at zero and the mean wealth
detail in the 35-54 age group is different from Projector
and Weiss. (See footnote to Table 21.) TIlus, our 1962
Gini of .72 reflects greater equality. Presumably, the
trends reported above are unaffected by these assumptions •

.

- - - - _ .._.._---_ ..

--------

---~-

-

~~----------
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distributions by age to this trending demographic data.

The only

distribution data suitable for this purpose are those for 1962 reproduced in Table 22.
If we hold bo:tn the variance within and the mean values between
age classes constant at their 1962 magnitudes, what would have been
the impact of the changing age distribution of male household heads on
aggregate inequality trends following 19301
Table 23.

The answers appear in

First, and in sharp contrast with the implications of the

"Paglin debate" (Paglin [1975] and the subsequent exchange in later
,

issues), age-life cycle effects appear to be a trivial component of
aggregate wealth concentration trends in the mid 20th century.

Regard-

less of the time span selected, Gini coefficients vary hardly at all
in response to these demographic forces.

Second, the impact--although

very small--is to produce increased wealth concentration over time.
Thus, it appears that the post 1929 levelling in wealth distribution
is understated, and proper adjustment for life cycle effects would
serve to make the trend towards greater wealth equality even steeper. 32
5.3

Toward Size Distributions of Total Wealth
Thus far we have addressed only the size distribution of nonhuman

wealth (inclusive of slaveholding), and have ignored the distribution
of total wealth.

The latter augments ""conventional" wealth by the

capitalization of all expected future income streams accruing from "
human capital as well as claims on retirement income.

So basic an

omission is easily justified for the 19th century and earlier when
human capital was a far less important mode of accumulation and pensions
were unconnnon.

For this century, however, we should at least begin the
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task of discerning what better

m~asures

of total wealth would show, since

better measures should soon be available.
Human Capital.

It is well known that earnings are far more equally

distributed than conventional property income or total income.
implication for wealth distributions is straightforward:

The

total personal

wealth must be far less concentrated than conventional wealth, and intangib1e human capital must, by inference, be more equally distributed.
Frequency distributions of adults by formal schooling are certainly
consistent with that inference, and a recent publication by Lee Lillard
[1977, p. 49] supplies more specific support.

Lillard reports an explicit

calculation of the distribution of human capital for a male cohort born
between 1917 and 1925.

Gini coefficients are calculated for the cohort

between ages 35 and 44 (e.g., over the years 1943 to 1970), taking on
an average value of .45 and ranging between .39 and .53.

By comparison,

Projector and Weiss [1966, Table 8, p. 30] report a Gini coefficient
of .71 for "conventional" 1962 wealth in the same age class.

What is

true for the age class 35-44 is likely to be even more true of all
adult potential wea1thho1ders.
From the properties of variance, we also know that the coefficient
of variation describing the concentration of total wealth (W) can be
decomposed into three parts:

i.e.

(i) the coefficient. of variation describing human capital (H) concentration weighted by the share of human capital in total wealth economy-

Table 24
The Composition of Weal,th:

~r.~~

lhS.

~timates,

189,6-1973

<perce~ta&e s~,~es)

I
Year

~px:odudble

Education
i
Stock'

Non-Human
Stock

1896
i899
1900

18.3
18.9

19J,.9
1929

1930
1940

19.4
19.2
19.7
24.7

80.6
80.8
80.3
75.3

194~.
19~O,

1957

27.,0
29.6

Stoc~

~):Piq~~u.cible
' N9!\~l1~n
S~9~~

~Il-:l~,~.i~*e

S;pck'"

N9n;H~;~
Stqck

32.1
33.3

M·7

3.3.4

M-·6

32.5
31.9

~7.5

6.8.1

29.~

'70.2

42.9

50.3

49.7

34.3

65.7

45.1

51.7

48.3

50.5

58.7

41.3
39.3

6;~·.9

73.0
70.4

J.969

60.7

1913
SQ~rces:

Tangible

lluman Capital
- 'St~ck'

Education

8l.1

1914

192,0

IB!~i¥lg~l~,'
H~n Cap,ita1

81.7

1909
1910

Kendrick

Denison-Schult:><-

Schultz

Schultz: The education stock refers to menipers of th~ labor f~rce with ages greater than 14,. 'llie
reprQ,ducible non-human wealth stock is ~yn.p~d l~. Gol,dsmith's estimates for the U.S. eco~ol)lY I\~
a w~q1e. ~otl,l series ~.:r;e in constant ~956 pr~~<:es. Theo4ore W·. Schultz, "E,ducation and F;~9no!!l4c
Grqw:th,".in Ne:lson B. ~~nry (ed.), Social Forces Influencing American Education~Chi~<lgo,; Yn:lv,~-r.,.
si~. o~ @1ic~wo PJ;es,s, ~961), Table "1~,: p ~·-1~ti!.nd The Economic' Value, of Education (N:~w Y~~lf:
Colw$,:j;a, Ut:rl,yersity B+~s_s, 1963), Table 4, p~
"~T
... '
",-,
'"
- •. ,
Denisoll-Schultz.~ DellispI.! 1s labor quaH ty :f;~pt1t:: ~~de~ 1f3967194~ ~s !iPll~1:~d to. ~~hH1.tz'~, ed¥~~~:L9,~.~.l
·~aRtlar·f;;~oc..l{ benchn,:arlc for 1929. Repro,g~cf.Bf~ n~l).';:-hw:n~m ~t.9:~lt ~s;P1;~y~t~ dOl1l~~tic ~c~np!'l%
'
"'<!~*!f.a:t ~~~~k~ Kenc:l;:f,,~~ (1896-1909) ~nd ~nj:F;l·8P, (1~lW~!.~A8) !i,~~d. E,dwa,!~: f. P~n.i:§g!l. The

n. ..

'S€l¥:rcq~&?:~~~9.~9.~~<C,~r-o~~ .~n t~~ y~~~e~ ~,t.:a~~:, ~N~ '!fli;~: ~,~~H~~ fg~ f£~np~!,g l?~¥~l~:W:~;!t;t
19p4}. Tables 1:1; a,1!d J;f, fl.!?' 85 ?1).(l 1Q9. ~onp: W. ~J;\~~::fi£~. Prodvctivitv: Trends ill the UnHed;

Sta,tes (New r~~k: NAEg, +9~11, Tapl~f;l k-~ l:I,Il,d A,,:-,~!~. pp; 3?rr232_?-'·~~·q;-3~:r~'ln""·s·~ff.~K·~11i·fg-l%BF:!c~~"s
NE;t t,l~1;f.PllM W-E;~J..th ~EU.4 1,>;y per.E!-OM,$-P.H~P,t Qg!i!4:!"1jl ~ ~t~mat~s ex~+H.4.~· it,lt~'n~~1?~~ l,19},1~ ~,' ., "
""'n.~n, capit?l (e.~.!; ~@l t!A4 ~~~:P:?le ll'11~Y~:11."~§2:f:,1;~! f~.~~, l;~?~.:t!l~ cost:l:i~. .;J;~9,~. l'!\ ~~~4~!~!<;~
'l!;e FQ,J:lIlation and' Stpck!! Q:f 'llotal' Gap:l.t a 1 ~ti~ ~QrlH ID};~~; !~7~),' T~M~~ ?~~ ~ g~!@f. ~~U!af

'~endr-ick:

"6~ R'i~

~.a;gri.iif'l3~!.>· ~.~>< - . , . , ~'." •••4'_H . . . , "

'

'

.
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wide;

33

(ii) the coefficient of variation describing conventional cap-

ita1 (C) concentration, weighted by the share of conventional capital
in total wealth economy-wide; and (iii) a covariance term.

It follows

that total wealth will become more equally distributed over time for any
of four reasons, singly or in concert:

(i) a levelling in human capital

distribution; (ii) a levelling in conventional capital distribution;
(iii) an economy-wide rise in the importance of human capital in total
wealth; and (iv) a diminution in the (presumably positive) correlation
between conventional and human wealth holdings.
Table 24 explores the potential impact of the third item, namely
the shift in the economy-wide portfolio mix towards human capital
following 1929.

For net national wealth held by persons, John Kendrick

estimates that the intangible human capital share in total wealth rose
from 50.3% in 1929 to 58.7% in 1969.

Based on the tentative estimates

supplied by Theodore Schultz and Edward Denison, 1929 was a watershed
since there is very little evidence supporting a shift in portfolio
mix prior to that data.

Indeed, it appears that conventional wealth

was a higher share of total wealth in 1929 than in 1896.

The imp1ica-

tion would appear to be that the trend towards less concentrated wealth
holdings following 1929 is significantly understated by our inattention
to this fundamental shift in the wealth portfolio mix during the middle
third of the twentieth century.

34

The first order causes of the portfolio mix shift following 1929
are not hard to find.

John Kendrick's estimates

35

show that net rates

of return to human capital have exceeded those for nonhuman capital
over the past four decades.

Furthermore, there appears to be consider-

able evidence that human capital has become less concentrated since
1929, at least based upon earnings distribution data.

(See Lindert and

102.

Williamson [1976], for a summary of the evidence.)
This implies that low income (and/or younger) fami1ies:have:b'een
more able to .exploit the higher rates af return to human capital...
If .so, then.itallso

~;:Lmplies

of capital sincel929.

a mechanism inducing a greater

concent~at!lon

This would follow to the extent that the port..

folio shift to human capital has been more pronounced among households
·with low holdings of conventional wealth.
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We have, then, two reasons

for believing that trends in conventional wealth distributions understate
the true .leve11ing in total wealth distributions.
Social 'Security and Pensions.

Conventional wealth estimates exclude

the present value of contingent claims to social security benefits.
Since its introduction in 1937, the social security system has expanded
dramatically.

Since wealth in these forms have markedly increased" in

relative importance, and given their more equal distribution, we have
reason to expect that their exclusion from wealth concentration
statistics tends to bias upwards total wealth inequality trends since
the 1920s.

Furthermore, if low and middle class groups have tended as

a result to shift out of conventional accumulation much more dramatically
than the rich, then the measured concentration of "conventional" wealth
has an upwards bias over time as well.
Martin Feldstein (1974) has estimated that in 1971 social security
wealth increased wealth of the entire population by 37%, net of the
present value of social security taxes paid by those currently in
labor force.

th~f"'l'

A similar calculation for 1962 yields an estimate of 31%,

while for those households in which there is a man aged 35-64 the figure
is 35% (Feldstein, 1976).

James Smith (1974) has estimated that pension
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fund reserves amounted to about 7% of individual net worth in 1962.
Not all pension plans are fully funded, of course, so this figure
might be viewed as an understatement.
of pensions and social security?

Who benefits from the presence

On the face of it, wealth held in

these contingent forms must be most important for middle and low
income individuals with little conventional nonhuman wealth except
for house equities and consumer durable stocks.
Feldstein (1976) has made an explicit calculation on the impact of
social security wealth on the distribution of total 1962 wealth reported
by Projector and Weiss.

The calculation is based on the assumption

that social security taxes reduce human wealth but not nonhuman wealth,
so that his results are gross of taxes.

Feldstein thus estimates (1976,

Table 2) that the share of the top 1% of wea1thho1ders, aged 35-64,
falls from 28.4% of fungible wealth to 18.9% of total wealth when
social security wealth is included.

No doubt somewhat less striking

results would be forthcoming if the calculation was expanded to include
all adults, but what does this 9.5% difference suggest regarding "conventional" wealth concentration trends offered by Lampman, Smith and
Franklin?

As a share in adult population, the top 1% had their share

in conventional wealth decline from 31.6% in 1922 to 26.0% in 1956
(Table 19).

If the Feldstein 1962 adjustment was roughly applicable to

1956 as well, the true decline would have been from 31.6 to 16.5%,
a levelling in wealth holdings far more consistent with the observed
levelling in incomes.
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There is, of course, an active debate (Feldstein, 1974; Barro, 1976;
Munnell, 1976) over the response of total

private. saving to the presence

of pension and social security plans, a debate which extends to labor
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su~p1y

aIld the r,etirement decision.

challeng~t;he

However, no one has appeared to

view .sunnnarized above that these mid20thcentur,y

~p"lans

have induced a pronounced shift in wealth portfolios in such,afcashlan
ast;oundersta:te 'sisn-if1cantly the wealth levelling as reflected in
"conven.t1onal" wealth measures.
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6.

OVERVIEW

This survey suggests one obvious moral:

more data can and should

be gathered on the size distribution of wealth throughout American history.
Contrary to data on incomes, the extant wealth data do not improve in
quantity and quality over time.

The twentieth century wealth distributions

are based on numbers only a little more plentiful and probably more flawed
than wealth data for earlier centuries.

The most critical flaw results

from the charge of tax-distortion, an alleged distortion unique to the
twentieth century.

To the extent that tax-distortions have escalated

with the estate tax burden, we shall have understated recent wealth inequalities and overstated the post 1929 levelling.

While the tax-

distortion problem may never be fully resolved, it seems likely that
an extension of our wealth accounting to include contingent claims on
retirement income and human wealth is on the way.
The available estimates yield more than just caveats, however.
This paper has presented a tentative three-century accounting starting
with the mid-seventeenth century.

From that time until the eve of the

American Revolution, colonial wealth inequality seems to exhibit stability
despite some noteworthy increases in urban wealth inequality just before
the Revolution.

Between 1774 and the outbreak of the Civil War, a

revolutionary change took place in the distribution of wealth.

Our

nation-wide estimates point to a near tripling in the ratios of the
average wealth of the top one or ten percent of wealthholders to the
average wealth of all other groups.

Estimates from local probates and

tax return sources seem to confirm this dramatic trend toward concentration.
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Furthermore, regional estimates suggest that most of the antebellam :shift
to wealth concentration occurred from the 1'8208 to the late 184tls3
though the supply of such shorter-run data is still very inadequate.

Ion

addition, our calculations show that the apparent rise in wealth InequalIty
before the Civil War cannot be explained by mere shifts in the age

distrthtit:l.oh~

by the increaSing 'share of foreign-born, 'or by urbanization,though this last
item doe1:l contribute noticeably to the rise of wealth concentratiOn.
We still know little about wealth inequality trends within thel6ng
period f'tbm the Civil War to World War I.

Slave emancipation unambiguously

levelled wealth inequality within the South and for the nation as a whole
across the l860s.

For the half century after l87b we are in the dark; gO

that wecannotw1th confidence identify peak wealth inequality with 192'9;

Ir9t4, or i'S60.

Neverth~les6"d.1: 'isapparen,t fhatno 'i9iBJl:l.f~:titi)n~

It

t'erm levelling to'okplace during the period and that inequality pers::L'sted
at very high ,levels.
The twentieth-century figures suggest a clear pattern.

Wealth inequali'ty,

like income inequality, dipped across World War I and rose across the 19208)
though it is hard to 'say whether the 1929 distribution was
equal than that of 1912 or some nearby year.

more

From 1929 until

or less

mid-centtiry~

wealth inequality does seem to have dropped, again paralleling file move....
ment in income inequality.

After mid-century, neither wealth norinCbme

inequali:ty has shown a trend that can be judged significant on exis·t:lng
data.

The Americ'an record thus documen:ts a "Kuznets

both wealth and income inequality.

irivett~&..iJ'i

£or'''1b

Si'grtificant inequality ineithet

,form apparently did not appear on the American scene tintii thebrl'Set

of Modern Economlc Growth in the early 19tbcentury.

il.""
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Throughout the paper we have followed the usual convention of exploring the size distribution of nominal wealth.
different items with their wealth.

Yet rich and poor consume

The size distribution of real wealth

can thus be influenced by movements in the ratio of the cost-of-living
index for the rich to the corresponding index for the· poor.

Elsewhere

[Williamson, 1977; Williamson and Lindert, 1978] we have explored the
class difference in

cost-of~living movements,

and have found these to

have moved in a fashion which serves to reinforce the nominal distribution
trends.

In particular, what we know about class differences in the cost-

. of-living suggests no revision of the position that wealth inequality
rose before the Civil War.

A rise in the relative cost-of-1iving for

poorer families between 1890 and 1914 adds force to the belief that real
..

wealth inequality ascended to an historic peak just before the First
World War.

Movements in class cost-of-living indices also reinforce

the nominal distribution trends over the last half century.
To the extent that further research upholds these findings, it will
underscore the importance of identifying those forces driving the distribution of wealth in America.

An essential first step is to decompose

changes in aggregate wealth inequality (among persons of given age) into
its four components:

Gl) changes in the prior inequalities of bequests

inherited by the age group, (2) changes in the inequalities of prior
earnings and public transfers received by the age group, (3) changes in
the correlation between size of wealth and average propensities to save
in nonhuman form, and (4) changes in the correlation between size of·
wealth and rates of return received on that wealth.
iB· pregnant with social

implicati~ns,

of course.

This decomposition

~efenders

of the

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00 _ _ 00

1
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American record may eI1deavor to find that shifts tI1 saV1I1·gs propensfe:t:e-si
explaiI1 tll:e 19th century rise in wealth inequa1:fty, btlt trot e:&'e'2'O"tfh:,
century fevelling.

Critics will feel some

compu]s~on

to

sho~ theo~pd§~tr~~

We cannot eI1ter sueh a debate here, altnoughwefeel that changeS' in
inequalities of

pr~or

f1:l~

incomes will be central to successful explanatory

models, and that such models will have to deal with the rull

gener~l

equilibrium determinants of quas.i-rents on a'ssets of all sorts" human
and nonb:uman.•, It should suf·fice for the present to poiI1t out that
American wealth :i!nequal:tty pairtts a: fascinating picture, one await:i:ng
explanaf'fort'.
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Appendix A.1.

1.

Colonial Wealth Inequality Trends

New England Colonies
1.1 Connecticut:

Probate Wealth

(2a)
Top 30%
Hartford
(Personal)

Period
1650-69

45.5 .

47.8

75.0

76.2

53.0

1670-79

43.0

54.1

68.0

76.7

55.0

47.0

56.4

73.0

81.6

1680-84 }

(lb)
Top 10%
Hartford
(To"tal) .~

(2b)
Top 30%
Hartford
(Total)'

(la)
Top 10%
Hartford
(Personal)

(3)
Top 10%
Hartford
(Real)

{ 60.0

48.0

1685-89
1690-94 }

43.0

52.1

71.0

74.9

{ 40.0

36.0

1695-99
1700-09

46.0

40.3

72.0

69.4

36.0

1710-14

45.0

45.6

70.0

7()l~ 8

41.0

1715-19

43.5

45.0

66.5

71.4

47.0

1720-24

45.5

71.0

38.0

1725-29

42.5

65.0

37.0

1730-34

48.0

70.0

47.0

1735-39

33.0

62.0

42.0

1740-44

44.0

68.0

48.0

1745-49

43.0

70.0

53.5

1750-54

39.0

65.0

49.0

1755-59

34.0

68.0

50.0

1760-64

47.0

70.0

54.0

1765-69

48.5

69.5

42.5

1770-74

45.0

71.0

49.4

.

__ ...._ - - _ . - - - - - _ . _ - _ . _ -
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1.2

Connecticut and New Hampshire:
~Cottneet1ct.1tH)

Too 30%

(7)

(4~

(5)

Harttittcll

Period

Unadjusted Probate Wealth

Middl~';'SUed:

Towns

(6)
Small
Towns

P,or,1;"!}louth

New Hampshire
Too 30'10

1700-20

74~03

50~112?

65.5

1720-40

73.02

63.95

75.3

1740-60

77.27

69.05

60.83

79.7

1760-76

73.94

69.07

67.50

79.1

1.3 Massachusetts:

Period

-(8}
'l\op 10%
Boston

1650-64

60.0

1665-74

64.0

1685-94

46.0

1695-04

50.0

1705-14

56.0

1715-19

54.0

Boston and Suffolk County, Probate Wealth
,

Period

(9)
Top 10%
Boston

1684-99

41.2

1700-15
-

54.5

.

(10)

(11)

Top~,liO%

Period

Suffolk
County

1695-97

40.6

1705-06

50.2

1715-17

36.4

1716-25

61.7

1726-35

65.6

1726-27

50.8

1736-45

58.6

1735-37

38.7

1746-55

55.2

1746-47

50.9

1756-65

67.5

1755-57

55.7

1766-75

61.1

1766.. 67

48.6

1777-78

41.4

Period

Top 30%
Boston

1700-20

84.25

1720-40

82.Zr.5

1740-60

87.94

1760-76

85.30

"

1750-54

1760-69

1782-88

53.0

53.0

56.0
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1.4

Massachusetts:

Boston, Tax Lists

Boston:
(12)
"Unadiusted"

Year

Top 10%
(13)

"Adiusted"
42.30

16811687

46.60

1771

63.60

1790

64.70

1.5 Massachusetts:
(14~\,

Period

i:~alO%

,

Rural

(15)
Top 30%
,Worehester' "

47.50

Areas, Probate Wealth
(16~ ','I,

Top 10%

EsseX,·,:'

'J

SBefmofi

Suffolk

(P~d;~

Top 10%
!;,R-p.J;aire
Suffolk

.,

, (J8~ ,'~
Top 10%
Hampshire

(1~)

Top 10%
Worchester

1635-60

36..,0~

1650-64

37.0

1661-81

49.0

1665-74

37.0

30.0

1685-9.4

34.0

37.0

1695,;,04

36.0

35.0

1705-14

33.0

38.0

1715-19

31.0

52.0

1750-54

31.0

41.0

1760-69

38.0

39.0

1782-88

42.4

43.0

1700-20

62.52

1720-40

58.01

60.24

1740-60

67.57

64.42 .

1760-76

68.05

68.06

,

I
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1.6 Massachusetts:

Rural Areas" Tax·" Vis,tal
Hin~ham
(21~

Year

(20)
Top 10%

Top; 30%

1754

37.44

72.90

1765

40.09

72.40

1772

39.93

71.43

1779

46.52

77.58

1790

44.66

74.53," ..."
,

2.

Middle
2.1

I

I"

eb!onies

New YorK and Pennsylvania:

Tax Lists

CZS}

(22)
Tb'p 1'0%

Year

16·93

Chester, Pa.

23.8

'l1'ap, ro%
New/YorK.'

Phi ladelp:h'ia
(23)
(24)
. Top 10%
Top 4%

46.0

Citv

32.8

44.5

1695
1715

25.9

1730

28.6

1748

28.7

1756

43.7

46.6

3'4.0

1767

65.7

49.5

1772

71.2

54.7

1774'

72.3

55'.5

1760

1782.
1789

29.9

33.6

I,

--
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2.2 Maryland and Pennsylvania:

Period

(26)
Top 10%
Maryland

Probate Wealth

(27)
Top 10%
Mary~~n4.

Period

(28)
Top 10%
Philadelphia

1684-99

36.4

1700eU

41.3

1716-25

46.8

1726-35

53.6

1736-45

51.3

1746-55

70.1

1756-65

60.3

1766-75

69.9

Period

(29)
Top 20%
Chester

1714-31

46.41

1734-45

53.02

1750-70

52.53

1775-90

60.49

(Ad;ustE;d)

1675-79

49.5

1680-84

51.0

1685-89

53.0

1690-9~

55.0

1695-99

53.0

1700-04

54.7

67.2

1705-09

57.7

1710-14

66.2

1715-19

65.5

1750-54

1782-88

. _ - - - _. . .

-~-

65.8

(60.0)
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Sources to Appendix' Table' A.l:
Cols. ,(m) , (Ib) , .(2a,) , (2b,), and 0):

Professor 'Jackson

Jr.

o'Ma!rt :1ha's

kindly s!l.pplied us with thes,e .data underlyingihis(197.6):art'fudi.'e G:@'tl
Connecti,cutwealth.'Theestate inventory data, which cover the 'great
ntajorityofadu1tmale decedents b.efore mid-18th century, b:aveibeen.
;age"'adl~~:4ed

to estimlat'e the distribution of :persona1 :estate, real :e·s\tat·e')

11.nd totEti estate .amongliving adult males whose es.tates were likely 'to
1;>e ,ip.ven.~Qri'ed at 'dea tho

Cob. (4), (5), (6) and (7):

Unadjusted probate wealth, sampled counti-e~s, ':f:r,dm

D4niels (1973-74), Tables 3 and 4,pp. 131-32.

\t'PR~ ,~r,e :,P,ADP,ury, Wa.:teri)hryandWinliham.

The middle-:sized Conne'c,tcicrit

The small 'Connecticut 'towns-a:r:etihe

"-;front:L~rs,ettlement.s"'Canaan, Kent, Salisbury and Shar,onall 'ofwhi'ch ;a~re 'in

Litchfte1d County.

Col. (8);

Wealth inve)ltories of adult male decedents, total esta\!e values.

G. 'Main'(l97p), table IV.

Co1. (9):

Unadjusted inventoried personal wealth (tlxcluding real estate).

Nash (1976b), Table 3, p.9.

Col. (10):

G.

W~:,rden

Suffolk County includes Boston.

(1976). 'fable 2, p. 599.

Col. (11):
Table 2,

Inventoried total wealth, unadjusted..

Upadjusted probate wealth, total estate value.

p.

129.

Daniels (1973-74),
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Co1s. (12) and (13):

Taxable wealth from Boston tax lists, augmented to include

adult males without wealth.

The 1687 and 1771 figures in col. (12) are from

Henretta (1965), Tables I and II, p. 185, while the 1790 entry is from Ku1ikoff
(1971), Table 2B, p. 381.

Ge~ard

Warden has warned that one takes great risks

in trying to infer the level and trend of wealth inequality from Boston's tax
assessments.

Undervaluation ratios varied greatly over time and across aBsets,

while many assets escaped assessment altogether.
valuation and coverage problems are presented

~n

His adjustments for these
col. (13).G.

W~~den {~976),

p. 595.

Co1s. (14) and (15):

Unadjusted probate wealth, total estate values.

(1973-74) Table 2, p. 129.

Daniels

Rural Suffolk refers to Suffolk County excluding

Boston, while Worchester refers to the County.

Col. (16):

Unadjusted total estate values from Koch (1969), pp. 57-59 as

cited .in G. Main (1976), Table I.

Co1s. (17), (18) and (19):

County data where Suffolk excludes Boston.

Total

estate values among adult male decedents reported in G. Main (1976), Table IV.

Co1s. (20) and (21):

Taxable wealth, adult males, from Hingham, Massachusetts

tax lists, adjusted to include males without property.
111-1, p. 90.

D. Smith (1973), Table

Smith also reports top wealth shares for 1647, 1680 and 1711 but

these observations are unsuited for time series analysis.

For justification

of their exclusion see Smith (1973, Appendix Tables 111-1 and 111-2) and
Warden (1976, p. 595).

- - - - - - - - ~-
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Col. (22):

Taxable wealth among taxpayers, unadjusted ,forprtltre'r·l:yJiess,)

Lemon and Nash .(1968), Table I,p. 11.

Lemon a.ndl'1ash' a'lso:rep'0r.:t :2

observa·tion for 1800-1802 , but since i t includes Delaware

Coutit,y'a:s~we'11\, '

we exc lude it ,fr,om.the time series.

Cols. (23) and (24):
less.

Taxable wealth among taxpayer's, unadjusted for p;r.q.peir,ty...

Exce,ptfor 1772, all observations from Nash '(1976b), 'l'able 'I, :p. iEland

Table 2, p.• 7.

The 1772 figure is from Nash (1976b), Table 2, p. 11.

assessment data a:t'.e beset with problems, and .Philadelphia·

'T'S:!X

;il:F';UQ,,~~q~P<I;i:q,p.:
..

For example, Nasb (1976b, p. 8) notes that the 1756 records omitted ailt:h:~,.se
in the lowest wealth class who, nevertheless, would have paid the head
"6rdinarily."

It is not clear whether .the same is true of 1693.

since the minimumassesGment was set

at~8

tax

Furthemoi"e,

in 175'6,).2 in 116''7a:ndtli t\n [:j'74.,

there itS ;an upward bias imparted to the inequality trends overtime.

Col. (25):

Taxable wealth among taxpayers, unadjusted for propertyless.

The figure for 1730 is frmm Nash (1976b), Table 1.
1789 are from G. Main (1976), Table

Coho (26) and (27):

The entries for 1695 and

r.

"Maryland" is actually a pooling of six counties:

Arundel, Baltimore, Calvert, Charles, Kent and Somerset.

Anne

The l675~1154 obser-

vations are based on inventoried adult male wealth, personal estate only.
The 1782-84 observation is of questionable comparability since "!Utis\bas'ed
on taxable wealth (real and personal) distribution among taxpayers.
cols. are taken from

G.

Main (1976), Tables A-l, and IV.

Col.

(27)

Both
~epotts

inventoried adult~ale personal estates, adjusted fo~ uhdetreportirtg.

Main

117

also reports the unadjusted top

10%i~~u:.'1'lf)a'&tE):-:I!-1~~~P\b;u~;,~"

the adjustments are so large, no purpose would be served in reporting
the erroneous figures beyond 1704.

She does not attempt to adjust the

pre1700 series.

Col. (28):

Col. 29:

Inventoried personal wealth.

Nash (1976b), Table 3, p."g.

Chester County, Pennsylvania, inventoried wealth excluding land.

Ball (1976), Table 7, p. 637.
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AppendiX A.2.

Underlying Da.ta for COlonfal Wealth
Decomposition Analysts

Tie following summary table displays average lV'eattb: b'eli'ehma\t.l~~'Si

for Co:tonfal BestOIiand, NelV' England:

--168'7'

Boston
Wea),eh
Poptaation
Weallth pe·r capita

.r 331,820
(WB)

5,.925
56.00

i

,;f IllS ,1:36·
16:,540
1; 49'.2:8-

-

1680-89
Wea!th
Population
Wea!th per capita

Weait;tb.
P'op'tl!s,tfon
Wea;J[;th per capita

i
(WNE )

(Wm )

2',346,858

67,376'

~ 22,322,880

606,,596

34.83

i. 36.8'(),

ti 2,015,.038

Jt 21 ,..s017; t: 7;44

~

*

61,451
32'.79

1.608
.941
u

1714

.088

i

59'O:~056,

3'6.45

1.339
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The Boston wealth estimates are based on taxable wealth adjusted by
Gerard Warden (1976, pp. 588-589) for both undervaluation and incomplete
lists.

New England wealth estimates are based on probate samples.

The

1680-89 figure is taken from Terry Anderson (1975, Table 9, p. 169) while
the 1774 figure is from Alice Jones (1972, Table 1, p. 102).

All population

estimates are taken from the same sources except Boston's for 1687.

Using

Shattuck, Warden reports the following per annum Boston averages: 1692-99,
6600 and 1700-09; 7378.

Applying the growth rate between 1692-99 and

1700-09 backwards to 1687 yields a Boston population estimate of 5925.
figure

~m

The

1.88 is calculated from Alice Jones' estimates which refer

to wealth held by all living potential wealth holders (Jones [1972, Table
6, using assumption A for non-probates, "A- 1/4," p. 119):

New England, 1774
Population

Mean Wealth

Pj

Wj

Percentiles
0-10

,;( 6.30

10

11-20

15.75

10

21-50

47.25

30

51-80

134.40

30

81-90

234.68

10

91-100

773.33

10

157.50

100

All

J

Gini = 0.62;

2 -2

o /W .

= I NE = 1.88

l20~

The following summary table displays average, wealth! bendlimai!ks.: fOr,;
Philadelphia and the Middle Colonies in 1774:
Wealth per capita
Philadelphia
Middle Colonies
Non-Philadelphia

~

~

ti

52-5
377
371'

Inequality Measure (I)

2.432
1.293
1.193
All of these' a're calculated from Jones [1971, Tables 13 and 17], base.de on:,
net worth. rather than physical wea:lth" and adjusted to all' li'ving potellt':lSal';
wealth holdings.
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Appendix Table A.3

Top Wea1thholder Share4 in the N;~heast, .
1760-1891
(1) Top decile shares of net worth
.among all decedents, Massachusetts,
1829731-1889-1891
1829-31. 71.3-73.1%' ~
1859-61. 80.~
1879-81. 87.~
1889-91'l ~82.5-83.4%

17711
17901
1820 •
1830'
184.51

(3) Top decile of total wealth
inventoried at death, among
Boston adult males, 1760-18211760-69. 53.0%
178J-88 • .56.a,c
1829-31. SJ,OJ'
1859-61 •. 9J.eJ'
1879-81. 83.~
1889-91. 85.~

--

--

-

-

-----

40.1%
39.9.'

.50.3%

66.~

72.~

(4) Top decile of total wealth
inventoried at death, among
adult males of rural Suffolk
County, Massachusetts,
. I' .
1763/69-1889/91
38.0%

42.~

.59•.5%
72.9"
80.8%

(6) The share of est1ma.ted nonbueaess
',,'
wealth held by the top 4 percent
of "population," New York City,
1828-1845

18281 49t'
184.5 • 6ff/q

46 •.5%

44.7%
41,9%
39.1%

(7) The share of est1JDated nonbusiness
wealth held by the top 1 percent
of "population" of Brooklyn, 1810..1841

46.~

47,.0%

1810. 2~
1841. 42%

51.~

.56.7%
.58.8%
.57• .5%

----------------_.

63 •.5%

64.7%

1763-691
1783-881
1829-31 •
18.59-61.
1889-911

(.5)Top decile share of total taxable
wealth, among property taxpayers plus
adult males with zero property,
HinghaJn, Massachusetts 1765-1880
176.51
17721
1779.
17901
18001
18101
18201
1830.
1840.
18.50 •
1860 •
1880 •

tu}s1.-.,

(2) Top decile share of taxable
wealth among Boston
1771-184.5.

---

-_ . . _---.--._---

-

--

- --~-------

j

- !
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SourceS" and Notes to AppendiX Table A.3

(1)

Massachusetts, 1829-1891:

the shares of t'otal estifu:a:te'd 'tIl'e'Biltm,

held by the richest decile of the adult males dying :t-a Massac1'1use't'ts'-" fn,7
the periods 1829-.31, 1859-61, 1879-81, and
sh~ greate~

death

l889~9L

We values held a't,..

inequality than would tne values held by

males at any point in time.

livin~

adtile

The primary data on the values of probated:

estates' are from Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor (189S}".

The:'

figures for the latter three periods were adjusted for estimated deat'11s' of'
males Without wealth and for assumed distributions of wealth among,
uninveIitor:ted estateS by King (1915, Tables IX and X and a.ccompanying:,
A careful scrutiny of King's estimates revealed the specffi'c~

text}.

asstiilitrt'if'6tlS" he' made.,

Thes'e, assumpt'ions were not given any. ca,re,nuJ.;.

cationi' but do not seem· implausible.

just~j;;£'f\-'

King's assumptions were: also app.iietf

to the" 1829-31 distribution 0.£ probated wealth.

For 1829-31 it was as'sUIlled

that the total number of adult male deaths was in the same ratio to the
adult male population. of Massachusetts as in 1859-61, an assumption base&
on a reading of Maris A. Vinovskis (1972, pp. 202-213).
(t)

:aoston taxpayers, . 1771-:-1845:

the eighteenth century estimates' Sire

from Kulikoff [1971, Table II] and Henretta [1965, Tables I and' 1'1,. p., IS5'].
The es't;!Diates for 1820, 1830, 1845 were taken from Gloria Main [19:75,
Table

f~t,]..

She has reworked the data orig.inally published in Pessen

[1973, pp. 38-40] and" in Shattuck [1846, p. 95].
(3)'

Boston Inventoried Estates, l760~189l:

inventoried at time of death of adult males.

top' decile of; total 'tIl.eamtli

See discussion 'in, ~:1>': ao-ove".
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The figures for 1760-1788 are from G. Main [1975, Table IV].

Those for

1829-1891 are "adjusted" and taken from the same source, Table VI.
(4)

Rural Suffolk Cp_un;y, Massachusetts, 1760-1891:

top decile of

total wealth inventoried at time of death of adult males [G. Main, 1975,
Table IX].
(5)

Hingham, Massachusetts, 1765-1880:

the share of total taxable

wealth held by the top decile in Hingham, property taxpayers plus adult
males with zero property, from Daniel Scott Smith [1973, Table III-1
and Appendix Table
(6)

III~2].

New York City, 1828-1845 and (7)

Brooklyn, 1810-1841:

The

estimates for both cities are taken from Edward Pessen (1973, Tables 3-1,
3-2, 3-3, and 3-4, pp. 33-37).

For New York City, Pessen supplies the

share of noncorporate wealth among "the population" held by the top 4
percent.

The data for Brooklyn refer to the top one percent, whose

share rose from 22 to 42 percent between 1810 and 1841.
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NOTES"
*We" have

bettefi~ted

greatly from comments and suggestions by Richard

Burkhauser, Sheldon Danziger, RobBrt Gallman, Victor Goldberg, James
Henretta, Alice Hanson

jones~"

Roo"ert Lampman, Gloria L. Main, Jackson T.

Main, Paul Menchik, Gary B. Nash, and Gerard Warden.

We are also grateful

for research assistance provided by Celeste Gaspari and Roger C. Lister.
The responsibility for any remaining errors is ours.
lOne should resist the meritocratic temptation to single out nonhuman
wealth as that part of total lifetime income or wealth that is of special
interest because it is inherited and not based on individual productivity.
The distribution of wealth is affected by much more than inheritance.

Some

people save a greater share of their earnings than others, giving rise to a
component of wealth inequality that is less repugnant to most people than
differences in inheritance.

The present data do not allow us to separate

the effects of differences in saving rates from those" of differences in
inheritance.

The same mixing of inheritance with individual accumulation

also characterizes human capital and earnings, of course, since parental"
wealth and abilities are strong determinants of human investments.

The

case for studying the separate distribution of nonhuman wealth is not
based on its having a separate welfare meaning, but on its greater accessibility.
2Quoted by Kulikoff (1971, p. 383).
3Six years ago Lee Soltow (197la) insisted that inequality and
wealth concentration were high and stable during the nineteenth century,
and that this had been a relatively permanent attribute of American
experience before 1776 and after.

That wealth inequality levels were
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high during the colonial era cannot be maintained on the basis of'the

enormoUS amount of data which has accumulated since 1971.

(S'ee JacRson:

Main [1976, p. 54] for a critical evaluation of Soltow's posi'tfort.)'
4The import'v:alues' in pounds sterling can be found in Historical,.
S,tatistics (1976, Part 2), Series Z-2l6, pp. 1176-1177.
the ser·:!:es does not

e~tend

Unfortunately"

back to the mid-seventeenth century.

For

further discussion of Boston's cycles, see Gary Nash's (1976a" pp. 575~
576) account of wartime boom, post-war recession and its "disfiguring
effect on urban societies".

5 For tobacco prices and exports, see, for example, Paul ClemenS'
(1974) and, Russell Menard (1973).

6Fa~

example,

arouI!.~t 1700

"settled trading" towns in Connect:t'cut;

had 52 .,2~ of wealth in real estate while for the "new frontier" towns' the
share was 62.1%.

(J. Main [1976], Table IX, p. 78.)

Furthermore,

land was"' the dominant asset in the real e'state total--about 82%--if
Hartford,~

Farmington and Simsbury'in the 1760s are typical.

(Personal

correspondence from Jackson T. Main dated May 27, 1976 •.)
7Furthermore, concentration trends in real estate holdings follow
closelY' rates of change in Connecticut relative land values.

Taking-

the ratfo of prices of an acre of meadow (J. Main [1976], pp. 101-102)
to farm labor wages (History of Wages, pp. 9, 51, 53 and 124), we find"
the relative price of land stable from the l680s' to 1710.
sharply to 1759 and then stabilize thereafter'.
1680-89, 36.30 for 1755-59, and 44.12 for 1774.

They;t'ise";

The index' is 1.6.67- for
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8Log variance is a more commonly used inequality measure.

The

algebra, and the argument, which follows would be exactly the same if
log means and log variance were used instead.

See Sherman Robinson

[1976] •
9The reader will note the obvious similarity between this discussion of colonial wealth, and Simon Kuznets's (1955) decomposition of
income inequality into urban and rural components.
were present in his analysis too:

The same four forces

(1) urban inequality, (2) rural

inequality, (3) urbanization, and (4) rural-urban income gaps.

The

framework has been used recently in a wide variety of circumstances.
A general statement can be found in Lindert and Williamson (1976, p. 6)
or Robinson (1976).

llAliceJones' wealth estimates for 1774 (Jones [1972], Table 6,
p. 119) yield

~

= 1.88.

Using top wealth holder share data reported

in Appendix Table A-I, we estimate I

B

=

2.2 and I

NB

=

1.6.

Table 1
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informs us that Boston's.population was about 3.5 percent of New
England "·s in 1760.

Appendix A-2 supplies the requisite per capita

wealth ratios for both the early 1770s and the 1680s.

This is aLl the

data necessary to ,coJgPute the third term in the expression given in
footnote 10.
12
-In t.erms of taxable wealth, by the middle of the 18th century the
top 10%

~owned

the following

sha~es:

in Philadelphia, 46.6% '(1756-) whi.]:e

in Chest.er County, Pennsylvania, 28.7% (17.48).

In terms of inven.tori'ed

wealth, .;the top 10% owned the folloWing shares:

in Philadelphia., 70.1%

(1746-1755); in rural Maryland, 65.8% (1750-1754).
all be found in Appendix Table A-I.

These estimates can

Furthermore, Alice Jones (1972,

Tables 13 and 17) has documented net worth shares for 1774; the top
10% in BhiladelphiaCounty claimed 54.7% while in the middle colonies
as a who.1ethey claimed only 40.6%.
13

The decompos'ition formula in footnote 10 can be rewritten where

MC, P, and NP 4enote the Middle Colonies, Philadephia and non-Philadelphia,
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where u is Philadelphia's share in total Middle Colony population.
Table 1 and Appendix A-2 supply the wealth inequality estimates for
1774 (I p

=

2.432, I

MC

= 1.293

and

~

= 1.193),

as well as those for

per cap.ita wealth ratios·.
l4 In contrast with Gallman's [1974] cautious speculations on· the
early national period some historians write as if the impact of age
distribution on aggregate wealth inequality trends were fully understood
for the colonial era.

On the 1714-1790 period in Chester County,

Duarie Ball [1976, p. 637] states:
"[The] distribution of wealth, though seemingly unequal,
actually might be considered fairly egalitarian if we were
to take the age of wealth holders into account. It is
also possible that at least some of the increasing concentration ••• is attributable to a change in the age
structure •••:, from relatively younger to relatively
older". "
All things are possible, but as far as we know there is no adequate
colonial data which would allow exploration of the influence of
changing age distributions.
.

15

This is not entirely accurate.

Jackson Main (1976, Table VI, .

p. 93) reports the distribution of decedants by wealth and age class for
all Connecticut towns.

Unfortunately, he pools observations drawn

from the century ending 1753, a sufficiently long period to make agewealth analysis tenuous at best.
16
Par~

These estimates can be found in Historical Statistics (1976,

2), p. 1170.
l7This sentence is based on an examination of the following age

distributions:

New England white males, c. 1690 (Thomas and Anderson
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[1973], p. 654); Westchester, Bedford and New Rochelle, New York,.
adult males and both sexes, 1698 (Wells [1975], p. 117'); U'.S'. white
and total males, 1800 (Historical Statistics [1976, Part I], p. 16J.
The discussion here is motivated by a different set of issues than
that motivating Jackson T. Main's recent analysis of Connecticut
eighteenth century probates.

He devotes considerable attention to the

impact of age on wealth distribution from region to region and across
occupations, but never across time.

See J. Main [1976, pp. 77-97].

18
Jackson Main (1976, p. 61) thinks it could, at least based on
Connecticut evidence:
"Historians seem to have neglected this life-cycle. They
have lament'ed a high proportion of nearly propertyless
polls' appearing on tax lists. • .without perceiving that
most of' these.were just en.tering manhood.
"
19T-ake the case of Boston.

Rapid growth early in the eighteenth

century would imply a rise in the share of young adults in the adult
population, increased age dispersion, and, given in addition migration
selectivity, an inequality bias.

We should count more poor, the percent

on relief should have risen, and probate reco~ds along with tax lists
should produce rising concentration ratios.

The opposite should have

been true following the l730s when young people (without much wealth)
must have fled Boston's stagnating economy.

The Boston probate records

document historical concentration trends which may be explained at
least in part by these (alleged) age distribution changes.

That,~s,

some portion of the inequality trend from 1700 to 1730 (Figure 2) must
be accounted for by the presumed rise in the young adult share.
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20These dramatic trends can also be captured by shifts in the
ratios of average wealth at the top to average wealth economy-wide.
Between 1774 and 1860 the ratio of the average wealth of the top 1%
f-'

of wea1thholders to the average wealth of the lower 99% rose from 14.0
to 40.4.

Over the same period, the ratio of the top decile's average

. wealth to that of the bottom 90% rose from 8.54 to 24.3.

Both ratios

nearly tripled.
2lwe had hoped to perform the same experiments, including a test
for nativity effects, on Professor Soltow's 1860 spin sample, but this
sample was not available to us at the time of writing.
22

Actually, Professor Jones applies the 1800 age distribution to

the 1774 wealth data.
23
The skimpy data on age distribution before 1830 suggest that this
date may have been a watershed in the share of young adults in the
adult population, as well as in the wealth distribution trends discussed
in section 3.6 below.

Table 6 shows a rise in the share of persons

16-25 in the total population 15 and over between 1800 and 1820.

By

itself, this shift would impart an upward bias to aggregate inequality
trends for the first two decades of the nineteenth century.

This would

reinforce the case for dating the rise of wealth concentration among
fixed demographic groups from around the 1820s.

It is after this date

that we observe the aging referred to in the text.
24Since this result is so striking, we performed another calculation using the adult (male and female) age distributions in the
Northeast reported in Table 6 and Soltow's 1870 income x age profile
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guesstimates (1975, Table 3.7, p. 90).

The results are similar.

The

top 10% of adult income earners would have found their share of total
income declining from 16% in 1830 to 12.5% in 1870, were no other
inequality forces at work.

Robert Gallman ['1974, p.7] found similar

results using a different age x income profile.

He argued that the

top 30% share in total income would have declined

fro~

to 92.0% in 1860, a result almost identical to ours.

95.9% in 1830

Gallman did not

pursue the implication of this calculation on interpretations of
nineteenth century American inequality trends.

His interest was primarily

in the comparison between America and Europe.
25

For adult males in 1870, the

u.s.

Gin! coefficients based on

total estates were .831 for native born and .840 for foreign born.
For free adult males in 1860, the U.S. Gini coefficients based on
total es,tates were .816 for native born and .858 for foreign born.
Soltow [1975, pp. 107 and 145].

For adult males in 1850, the Wisconsin

Gini coefficients based on real estates were .746 for native born and
.786 for foreign born.

Soltow [1971b, p. 81].

26 This state of affairs need not continue.

For the l850s, more

can be done from the manuscript federal and state census returns on
real estate value, farm acreage, and farm implements, either with the
Bateman-Foust and Soltow samples, or with neW
returns can also be exploited more fully.

s~ples.

Local tax

In addit;d:.on, Gallman's pro",:,

cedure of tracking down the wealth of the richest individuals for
comparison with rough wealth aggregates can be extended to other dates
and to regions.

Above all, as we shall mention in the tejet, the vast

numbers of probate inventories, many of

the~

collected and referenced
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in the Library of the Geneo10gica1 Society of the Church of Jesus
Christ and Latter Day Saints near Salt Lake City, promise better perspectives on wealth distributions from the colonial period until the
onset of estate tax returns in the 1920s.
27 .
It would be interesting to explore the extent to which the rise
in urban inequality was due to the influx of immigrants from other
countries and from the U.S. countryside, thus paralleling the experiments we performed on the "foreign-born myth" at the national level.
The data for doing so were not available at time of writing however.
28

Lampman's modern estimates for 1922 are to be preferred, of

course, but King [1927, p. 152] estimated a wealth distribution for
1921 from which it can

~

31.51% of total wealth.

inferred that the top 1.4% of persons held

Lampman and King are remarkably close, it

seems to us, and either estimate for the early 1920s implies the
same mild upward drift in concentration following 1890.
29

Professor Lampman [1959, p. 388, footnote 14] was apparently in

error when he rejected Holmes' estimate of the 1890 wealth concentration
with the statement:

"It is difficult to believe that wealth was actually

that highly concentrated in 1890 in view of the 1921 and 1922 measures."
This statement is apparently based on the mistaken impression that Spahr's [1896]
allegation that the top 1% held 51% of 1890 wealth could be attributed
to Holmes as well.

On the contrary, Holmes' results are quite in line

with Lampman's estimates.
30

In addition, the Commission sampled 540 estates of $1 million and

over from New York, Philadelphia and Chicago for 1918-1923, using the
earliest estate tax returns.
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The data worksheets underlying the entire FTC income and wealt.h
study ar:ecurrentlyavailable in the Washington Nationa,lRecords Cen'tcer
in Suitland, Maryland.

The 1912-1923 probate sample has the file

designation Tab SCou 5.

Our colleague Victor Goldberg has kindly

sampled these files for us and reports that the counties sent varying
details back to the FTC.

While they all provided the size distributions

the Commission requested,they did not provide the individual wealt.h
data in a1lcases and apparently there is no consistency in further
detail volunteered by the county officers.

Some gave the names of the

decedents, some did not; some broke. down wealth into asset categories,
some did not; and so forth·.
Scholars in serious pursuit of further historical wealth data
should also consider twd'other potential sources in addition to the
FTC data files.

One is the Composition of Estates Survey of about

100,000 probated estates, collected by the WPA, but not analysed by
them because federal :funds ran out

'f:Rore~'Mendershausen, 1956,

p. 279n].

The other is an unsampled set of files at the National Bureau in New
York marked "W. I. King data files, II the existence of which was kindly
reported to us by Geoffrey H. MOore of the Bureau.
3lwehave a few time series of more limited scope, and they also
give conflicting indications of trends across the late
century.

n~neteenth

The suggestion of a gentle rise in wealth inequality planted

by Gallman's top-0.03l% shares receives some slight support' from the ;;
gentle rises in the Gini coefficients for Indiana real estate appraisals
fo:r 1870-1900 and .:for

u.s.

real estate mortgage values for 1880-1889.

On the other hand., the various Massachusetts probate anx tax ·series
given in Table 14 above fail to agree on any trend after 1860, and
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Soltow feels that wealth inequality in Wisconsin showed a net decline
between 1860 and 1900 [197lb, pp. 11,12].

We cannot identify any

trends between 1870 and World War I, either in these limited series or
in the national wealth distributions available.
32using T. Paul Schultz's (1971) data on the log variance of 1950
, incomes by age classes (males, aged 20 and above), we also computed the
effect of the 1930-1950 age distribution shift on income inequality.
Whether one excludes those under 25, over 65, or both, the effect of
age distribution changes is to raise income inequality.

We conclude

that the observed post 1929 equalization tends to understate the
equalization of both life-cycle income and wealth.
33We are'considering the total population of potential wea1thho1ders,
not those at or in retirement.

If the latter age class were the sole

focus, human capital would, of course, be irrelevant.
34Al1 of this assumes, of course, that human and conventional capital

are equally fungible and perfect substitutes so that dollar values of both
may be aggregated without further adjustment.

Most readers may wish to

quarrel with that assumption.
35
While net rates of return to human and nonhuman wealth were
roughly identical in 1929, the rates (with the sole exception of 1948)
have diverged in favor of human capital since.

The figures are repro-

duced below [Kendrick, 1976, p. 240; 1974, p. 465]:
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Private Domestic Economy Rates of Return to.:
Human Capital

Non HumanOapital

10.1
9.6
12.6
14 •.8
13.4
12.9
12.2

10.0
8.9
14.2
11.4
9.9
9.2
8.9

1929
1937
1948
1953
1957
1960
1969
Elsewhe~e

we have attempted to model the determinants of these rates

of return (Williamson and Lindert [1978]) and thus to emerge with a
full analytical accounting of American twentieth century distribution
experience.
36

This·argument implies that the covariance between human and non-

human wealth holdings has weakened since 1929.
37
'While Peter

~rucker

and others have guessed that the inclusion

of pens:ion plans would result in a "distribution of total wealth [that]
would probably turn out to be be very similar to • • • the distribution
of personal income" (Drucker [1916] ,p. 12), no one- to our kI1oW'-l~d~e
has attempted a calculation for pensions like Feldstein's for social
security.

In any case, it is not clear how such an accounting would

affect the post-1929 trends in income and wealth distribution.

Lampman's

total wealth variant, upon which the trends in top shares are based,
includes reserves of private pensions

.(L~pman

[1962], Table 97,

p. 209) although the 1962 Projector and Weiss estimates do not.
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